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Work StoppagePlanned For MemphisOn Friday
12,000 Fill Up Mason
Temple For King Talk

Timothy Motlow Dies Prizes Going
Fast In Esso's
After A Heart Attack ,Tigerama'

Funeral services for wellTimothy
M e mphian
known
Motlow Jr., were set for
Thursday at 12:30 from the
S. W. Qualls Mortuary on
Vance.
Mr. Motlow, 39, died 'early
Saturday at Kennedy Veteran's
a heart
Hospital following
attack. He had
suffered
from a heart condition.
He was a member of one
of the city's best-known families. His maternal grandmother
was the popular public school
educator, the late Mrs. Susie
Larry. He was the son of
the also widely-known, Mrs.
Hattie Larry Harrison, who
been
receptionist
had
the
at Qualls Funeral Home for
over twenty years.
He was the brother of
well-known concert and religious vocalist. Alfred Motlow,
a city school teacher. He is
also survived by his sister,
Mrs. Cleo Jones, a teacher,
three
brothers,
and
other
Keith, Martell, and
Floyd
Harrison, Jr., Thrice married,
Mr. M o t low leaves four
children.

He was a long-time employee of Universal Life Insurance Co., where he worked the clerical department.
He served fourteen years in
the United States Army,
going overseas two times,
and seeing action in Korea.
He was a member of Avery
Chapel AME Church.

The Humble Oil and Refining Co. (Esso) is now sponsoring one of Memphis' favorite
games - Tigerama. Any licensed driver can play this exciting game.
All you have to do is to stop
participating
Esso
by any
dealer and pick up a free
game card. Prizes include
color television, bicycles; power tools, electric knives, electric shavers, transistor radios,
and cash prizes up to $1,000.
So what are you waiting for?
Get on down to your nearest
Esso dealer and take part
in this exciting, rewarding
fun to play game.
No other game gives you so
much action as Esso's New
Tigeram a.
Hurry up the prizes are going fast.

TIMOTHY MOTLOW

George Saunders Wins
Post Office Promotion

I

COBRAS WIN TROPHY
— Two members of the
Carver High School Co.
bras are seen accepting
place trophy
the third
on last Saturday night
after winning a consola-

tion game in the MidSouth Coliseum
in
the
state-wide tournament
sponsored by the Tennessee Secondary School Athletic
Asso ciation, and
presenting the trophy to

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., what profit was it for a
told a crowd of more than man to get the right to eat
12,000 in
Ma son Temple at an integrated lunch counter
on Monday night that the when he did not have money
time has come to "escalate for a hamburger and a cup
pressure" in support of the of coffee, or
what profit
striking
sanitation
workers, was it to have the right to
and said a day must be set stop at a motel when one
, aside for a general work did hot have enough money
I stoppage, so that the city to take a vacation.
will cease to function for He said it was nothing
one day.
short of criminal for a man
The suggestion had tremen- to work full time and redous support from the cheer- ceive a part time
income,
ing crowd, and Friday was and stated that
the person
designated as the date.
who picks up the garbage
"In a few days you ought is just as important
as the
to get together and have a doctor, "for if it is not
general work stoppage, when picked
up dise ase
will
nobody will go to the white be rampant."
folk's kitchen, and no black
He predicted that America
child go to any school. On
that day the city will not would go to hell if it does
be able to function," Dr.. not use its vast wealth
to end poverty. The Negro,
King said.
he said, is in the midst
Nothing is ever done with- of an economic
depression
out the application of pres- which is labeled
a -social
sure, he said, and he outlined problem."
plans for this summer, when
he said people will be going He was introduced to the
by
Rev.
James
up to Washington from all audience
M.
Lawson,
pastor of Cenpoints of the compass to
plague Congress into doing tenary Methodist Church.
Rev. L. R. Donson, passomething to eliminate povero f B e 1 mont Baptist
tor
ty.
church
and
president of
"America
has given the
the
F
Tie
nds h ip
District
black man a check that has
at
been
bouncing
all around, Association, presid ed
and I want it to be backed the meeting.
l up with money from the Scripture was read by Rev.
Thomas, and
I Federal R e serve. Anybody N. C h arles
Gunn, left, and
Willie
with
eyes
can
tell
that prayer was offered by Rev.
Marvin Brooks is Robert ;there is
something
wrong W. L. Varnado. Mrs.
E. King, principal of Cen- ' with this
Ewell
sang "God
nation. We are Myrtis
tral High school. Chatta- spending $50,000 to
kill one Bless America.'-'
Riverside
High
nooga's
Viet Cong and only $53 a In charge of the collection
uon the championship.
person to fight poverty," he of funds for the sanitation
said.
workers was Dr. H. Ralph
Dr. King told the sanita- Jackson, a
general officer
tion workers to continue to; of
the
African
Methodist
head.
hold out until all of their! Episcopal Church.
The suspect, along
with demands are met, and
pledged
A union official gave the
the officers, was carried to to give
them support from I history of the strike and out.
John Gaston Hospital where the Southern Christian
Leader-1 lined the issues involved.
all were treated. He was ship Conference.
He told the audience that
treated for slight head in- "Now is the time
to make the union is holding out for
juries.
real the promises of de- the dues check-off because
The two children are in mocracy. Nothing
wort h-; the
men
are
paid
such
satisfactory condition in Frank while is
gained
without1 wages that they do not know
Tobey Children's Hospital. some sacrifice," he stated. Iwho to pay first.
Homicide Capt. R. Cochran
The
Nobel
Peace
Prize, Dr.
King
is
the
third
said the man has a history I winner told the vast crowd, noted Civil Rights leader to
of mental illness.
I that
Walter
Reuther
said come
to
Memphis
within
-- that power is having an, a week in support of the
organization like the United strikers.
Auto Workers make General; Roy
Wilki ns. executive
Motors say "yes" when it secretary of the NAACP was
wanted to say "no," and that here also Thursday night along
they would have power when' with Bayard Rustin of the
they
make
Mayor
Henry A. Phillips Randolph FounLoeb say "yes" when he dation
t o s peak
to
the
would rather say "no."
men and urged them to hold
Dr. King asked the crowd out.

George W. Saunders, assistant superintendent, Hollywood
Station Post Office, will be promoted to the position of Employee Relations Assistant, Industrial
Relations
Divition,
Memphis Regional Post Office, MEN'S DAY SPEAKER — An.
effective March 23.
nual Men's Day will be observ- police
Mr. Saunders, 37, has been ed at Gospel Temple Baptist
with the Memphis Post Office church at 1080 N. Manassas st.
since 1949. He worked as a on next Sunday, March 24. The
letter carrier until October guest speaker for the program
1964 when he was named fore- at 3 p.m. will be Atty. C.1
man of mails at DeSoto Sta- Odell Horton, Jr., director ofl
Patrolman
Martin's
tion Post Office. He has been Memphis City Hospitals. Rev.. Two small children were broken
Assistant
Superintendent
at Nesbie Alston will give a ser- rescued from a berserk man nose in two places and had
Hollywood Station since No- mon dedicated to the men at last Thursday morning after inflicted a laceration an
vember, 1967.
the 11 o'clock service. The a neighbor heard them scream - inch and a half long on the
Pike's
He was graduated from Mem- public is invited to all ,services ing and called police to 306 back of Patrolman
Cynthia st., Apt. 2
phis State University in Janu- of the day.
— 1 Johnny Ray Smith, three,
ary with major in personnel ad-;
and his two-year-old sister.
ministration. He plans to do 1
Bonnie Carol Smith. were
graduate work in the field of
G. W. SAUNDERS
slashed numerous times with
industrial relations.
a razor on their heads and
The selection of Mr. Saunbodies.
ders was based on his excellent 1
Police declined to identify
qualifications and his eligibility
been
has
who
man
I the
on the Federal Service EnFuneral services for Mrs.
arrested in the case, because
trance Examination. He 'libel"
Robinson. a
ranked high on a Postal Service The report of the President's he had not been charged Lucille Freda
Mem p hian, were
The Willing Workers Club's Officer Examination aApiinis- National Advisory Commission on Monday, but he was be- life-long
last
Thursday
been the held
night.
on Civil Disorders will be dis- lieved to have
regular monthly meeting will tered by the Post Offire Decussed by Nathaniel D. Wil- children's father. The where- March 14, at the First Bappartment.
March
Wednesday.
be held on
Chelsea.
The
In his new position, Mr. liams, American history teach- abonts of the mother was tist Church
27, at the home of Mrs. Saunders will assist in carry- er of Booker T. Washington not known.
eulogy
was given by the
Noble Gatlin of 1123 Vollen- ing out the Employee-Manage- High School, on Sunday, March
Officers said the neighbor pastor, Rev. P. L. Rowe.
tine st. All members are ment Relations program in the 24, at the Mt. Olive CME Ca- heard
and
Mrs.
Robinson
the c h ildren
died
on
urged to be present to dis- Memphis Region which has thedral.
they Tuesday, March 12, at the
When
police.
called
business.
important
cuss
met residence of
suspect
her
jurisdiction over all post offices The discussion will be given arrived, the
daughter
A 24-year-old husband who term for slaying his wife,
The club will hold its anni- in the States of Tennessee, Mis- at the regular monthly meeting Patrolmen
W . T . Martin and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
killed
his young wife last ; Mrs. Mildred Nunley, 22, and
of the Memphis branch of the and H. H. Pike at the door John
E.
versary dinner on Saturday, sissippi and Alabama.
Wesley
of
4937
May 8 and shot his sister-in- ithe 10 years for shooting Mrs.
and attacked them with an William Arnold rd. She had
Match 30, at the home of Mrs. The Saunders live with their NAACP.
law in the arm pleaded guilty 1Hattie May Parson in the
Members and friends of the old-fashioned smoothing iron. been in failing health for
Etta Robinson of 1472 Davis st. children at 1335 S. Parkway
to the charges in Criminal arm.
Before the man could be several years and suffered
Mrs. Clara Dailey is presi- E. Mrs. Saunders is a teacher branch are invited. The church
Court Judge Arthur Faquin's
High is located on the corner of subdued
Mace spray from a heart ailment.
Junior
with
dent of the club, and Mrs. at
Longview
court last Tuesday and was When Nunley came to court
and a nightstick, he had Assisting Rev. Rowe at the
Linden and Lauderdale.
School.
Maggie Lott secretary.
on
Tuesday, he
surprised
sentenced
to life imprisonfuneral
were
Rev.
Edgar
I his
attorney, Russel
X.
ment
on
the
murder charge
Young, who offered
the
Thompson, by saying that he
and
given
10
years
for
asprayer, and Rev. John C.
wanted to stand trial.
sault to murder.
Mickle, pastor of Second ConAfter a brief chat with his
Robert
Lee
Nunley of 1043
gregational church, who ,
Melrose
received
the
MRS.
life
LUCILLE
ROBINSON
(See Page 2)
read scripture. Miss Geneva '
Cooper
sang
"When
I've
the daughter of the late Mr.
Gone t h e
Last
Mile
of
Mrs. John McLendon,
iThe
Way." Two selections and
and the widow of the late,
I were sung by the choir.
Robinson,
Mrs. Robinson
was born;Mr. Walter Lee
in Memphis on July 27, 1899,1 Sr.
Converted at an early age.
b r
'of Firstd Baptist
en Church
urcm
h em
Cheel sea since childhood
Dr. Frank Everlt Cole, 29,1 "His father died
shortly
She is survived by five a former Memphian will be 1 after the
family moved to
daughters, Miss Hilda Robin- the guest speaker for the1 Memphis from
Sledge, Miss.
son, Mrs. Mary E. Wesley, annual Men's Day program' The mother, Mrs.
Frankie
held
next Sunday,' Cole, took a teaching job
"Senate approval of the a member of the staff of to be
in
Universal
March
Li
f
e
24,
Insurance
at
the
Mt. VerI Civil Rights Bill is a significant
(See Page 2)
first step toward formulation company, both of Memphis; non Baptist church.
NashLyles
of a national public policy to Mrs. Shirley
Dr. Cole is a cancer relchieve a truly open society," ville, Miss Betty J. Robin- search scientist at Roosevelt
Whitney M. Young, Jr., execu- son and Mrs. Annie L. Law- Park Memorial Institute, New
tive director of the National rence. both of Washington; York, an adjunct assistant
Urban League said Tuesday. two sons, Walter L. Robin- professor of physics at State
March 12, after passage of the ;son. Detroit, and Gene L. University College of New
Open Housing Bill by the Sen., Robinson, Memphis. a mem- York at Buffalo.
ber of the
Melrose
High
ate.
Mt. Vernon was Dr. Cole's
faculty: and
three church
"Only strong law, strictly School
when he lived in
Deni se
E. Memphis, and
enforced by government offi- I grandchildren,
a reception
R oma nita in his honor will be held
and
dais throughout the nation,' Robinson
will bring about an open so- Robinson of Memphis: and at the church on Satuday
'Marquis D. Lyles, Nashville. night, March 23.
ciety," he said.
Fr ed
were
Rev, J. L. Netters, pastor
Mr. Young added that "Pas-1 Pallbearers
; sage of this bill will also; Brown, William Mardis, Wiley of the church, said, "The
demonstrate the readiness of; Freeman, Daniel Ward, Law- story of Dr. Cole's life should
Congress to begin imple-frence Westley and San Helm. be an encouragement to the
the
and
Rev.
Hunter,
Rev.
Mrs.
will
afternoon
be
L.
H.
and
Alexander
James
the
• YOUTH DAY PLANNERS
menting the recommendationsl kterment was on Friday young
people
general,
in
Mrs. James H. Joyner,
H. L. Hunter. The public
B. L. Hooks, pastor of
— Annual Youth Day will
Cern,National
in
morning
he
in
grew
for
recent
a poor
of
up
the
Perin°,
report
the
of
Church.
Baptist
Jessie
Mrs.
the
attend
to
Jr.,
invited
Middle
is
celebrated
on
next
be
family
a
President's National Advisory] tery. J. C. Oates and Sons Fun- neighborhood
in
chairman; Rev. Roy Love,
Youth Day Program.
Seen here are members
Sunday. March 24, at the
Mrs. Bettye
pastor;
Commission on Civil Disorderal Home was in charge of consisting of a father and
DR. FRANK COUR
of the Youth Day comMt. Nebo Baptist Church,
seven children.
mittees. From left are
arrangements.
dent."
Mimms, c o-e h air m an;
aud the guest speaker for

Rescue Tots
rom Berserk Man

Willing Workers

Meet On March 27

Civil Disorders
Is NAACP Topic

1

A

3

Mrs. Lucille Robinson
Dies After Long Illiness

Husband Given Life
Term In Wife's Death

Young Applauds
Senate's Action
On Open Housing

Cancer Researcher Will
Speak At Mt. Vernon

9
6
8

S
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Robinson Tells
Need For Negro
History Museum
NW YORK (UPI) — happen until order is restorJackie Robinson told a con- ed "
gressional select committee "That's a lot of baloney,"
that the establishment of al Robinson added
would
commission on Negro history Nixon's nomination
to.1 be an example of the ''stuand culture would help
ward giving Negroes a sense party, he said, since "they
the Democrats fighting among
of pride, it was learned
HHH VISITS FAMU CAMPUS
themselves."
Tuesday.
Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey,
He predicted Nixon would
Vice President was guest speaker at a
the committee get even less than the six
He a n d
during his four-day tour of Florida. visited
luncheon held in his honor. In speaking of
the campus of Florida A and M University
members agreed this was per cent of the Negro vote
FAMU president, Dr. George W. Gore, Jr.,
and chatted with students and faculty mem
the Vice President said he was one of "the
necessary to help Negroes won by Goldwater in 1964.
hers. Accompanied by his wife. Muriel, the
finest educators in the country."
achieve an equal place in
KING SPEAKS OUT
Shouting into microphones, Dr. Martin Luther
American life.
tation strike in Memphis, Tenn. The gatherKing, Jr., urges a crowd of about 12,000
on
obinson,
c o n sultant
TIPS
ing was predominanW Black, according to
persons to engage in a city-wide work stopcommunity affairs to Gov.
reports.
PI, Telephoto)
page to force .ettlement of a 35-day-old saniNelson Rockefeller, testified
at the hearing being held on
67 MUSTANG 289 V-8 Straight
I the proposed legislation.
shift Radio, Heater, W.S.W.,
Wheel Covers
..$2095
Robinson took the opportunity to swipe at presidential
67 MUSTANG, Britton Blue,
Sharp, Vinyl Black Top, P.S.
By ED ROGERS
I hopefuls Richard M. Nittion
ary Education Act requiring no racial discrimination.
Fact. Air, Console, V-8 Autorn., Dual exult, wheel Coequal antidiscrimination en- The guidelines stressed in- and Sen. .Robert Kennedy.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The forcement
vers,
R.H. W.S.W.....S2595
for all states.
creasing the number of Negro He said he wasn't surprised
federal government Monday The
old guidelines, he ex- children attending previously
66 FAIRLANE 500 Sharp 2.
entered
Kennedy
had
the
replaced
it s
controversial plained, were drawn up
Door
Hord Top P.S., Fact.
school desegregation guidelines and "based primarily in 1965 all-white schools, desegrega- race f o r ,the Democratic
Covers, R.H.
.51795
on the tion of faculties and doing away
directed
mainly
at
the
South
presidential nomination when
A personal exemption of would attach a statement from other sources, including his own
law Applicable to racially segre'Tome
and
Get
the
Best
with
traditional
dual
Southern
with
a n a ntidiscrimination gated dual school
Sen. Eugene McCarthy made
$600 is a.Uowed for every tax- a qualified physician or fegis-1 funds.
Price-Bank Financing- Dawn
systems" in school systems.
policy
for
the
entire
nation.
showing
his
the
big
New
in
might
Payment
No
tered optometrist that the visu-'
payer even though he
Problem“
17 southern and border states.
be a dependent of another tax- al acuity was no greater than , The year in which the pay- E. Peter LaBossi, director Like the guidelines, the new The new national policy de- Hampshire primaries.
Coll
Only
BILL AARON
payer. Therefore, husband and the limits described previously.' ments were made in furnish- of the office of civil rights for policy is intended to implement clares that before school sysHe called Kennedy an op2700 Poplar Bus. 323-8363
wife filing a joint return are In the event of death during• ing the support determines the!the Department of Health, the 1964 Civil Rights Act which tems receive ,federal funds they portunist
and
Nixon
said
entitled to two $600 exemptions. the year 1967, the exemption or year in which the exemptions! Education and Welfare, said declares no public facilities are must:
appealed to white backlash
the new policy was adopted to entitled to federal funds unless — Eliminate and prevent by saying "nothing
In addition, if they are citi- exemptions are allowed for the,
will
may be claimed.
comply with a 1967 amendment certain HEW directives are car- discrimination in all service'
zens or residents of the United entire year. When filing sepaStates 65 or over by the end of rate returns rather than a L claimed for age or blindness of of the Elementary and Second- ried out to guarantee there is facilities, activities and pro1967, they are entitled to an joint return, the exemptions for Support is generally the total,
grams.
NOW SHOWING
additional $600 exemption A the wife could be claimed only, expenses incurred in furnishing
— Eliminate student assignperson who became 65 on Jan- if she had no gross income and -food, shelter, clothing,
procedures,
ment
school
ateducauary 1, 1968, is considered to was not the dependent of antendance zones and school
tion, medical and dental care.
have been 65 in the year 1967 other taxpayer.
feeder patterns which segrerecreation, transportation and
ADULTS
and hence entitled to the extra
gate students on the basis of
wife
the
if
words,
other
In
$600 exemption.
other
similar
necessities
to
the
ONLY!
race, color or national origin.
Another $600 exemption is has income, her exemptions dependent.
WASHINGTON
—
(UPI)
—
case,
announced
last
week,
As
for
an example of practices
allowed for blindness for the could only be claimed with the Shelter is included as support House
D e mocratic leaders detouring
the bill to a house- that could bar a school from
entire year 1967 if the person husband's if they file jointly.,
sought
to
win
an
initial victory',
receiving federal funds, the
at its fair market value as arel
was considered blind the last Wives are not dependents.
in the divided Rules Committee senate conference committee ,new policy cited overcrowded
A $600 exemption may be any goods furnished. Payment'
day of 1967.
Tuesday placing the Senate's :or modifications.
classes, assignment of less
Blindness is defined as -The claimed for each person who of income tax, life insurance Open Housing Bill on the agen- The outcome among
Republi- qualified teachers to predomipremiums,
dependent.
adNo
funeral
as
qualifies
a
expenses
central visual acuity does not
da for immediate hearings, cans was as critical as in the nately Negro schools, higher
exceed 20200 in the better ditional exemptions can be and purchase of automobiles' The move, to be
made at Rules Committee, since the pupil-teacher rations and less
are
not
a
dependent.
part
of
any
the
support.
eye with correcting lenses, or
the committee's regular week- Demecr,!ts must thlye GOP per-pupil expe nditures at RAM( 04
in
change
biggest
the,
The
In figuring support furnish- ly meeting,
the widest diameter of the
was the next step help to offset their own defec- schools attended mostly by Ne- 0.44.1
visual field is no greater than dependency exemptions enacted ing during the year, the total in the leadership
plan to bring tors in order to pass the bill in groes, and providing such
in 1967 affects children of di- expenses incurred is the de20 degrees."
the legislation unchanged be- the form it came from the schools with poorer facilities,
parents.
vorced
termining factor not the period;
Those totally blind would
fore 'the House next week for Senate. Speaker John . McCor- instructional equipment and'
attach a statement to that ef- Under the present rule the, of time over which the support debate
and a showdown vote. mock said he was hoping for supplies.
fect, while those partially blind exemption for the children can was furnished.
The effort to obtain prompt 'at least 75" Republican votes. The policy declaration also
parent
claimed
the
who
be
by
,
— Foster children placed in a committee consideration and
Colmer, who said "I'm not said:
has custody of them for the home for
adoption by an autho- clearance of the legislation; going to
t
cooperate." had his "While these policies do not
f th
rt.
rized agency are considered de- was taken over the oppositionhands
tied somewhat by re- require the correction of racial
year regardless of whether that pendents
as is any child for of the Chairman, William M. forms
S7v HOLM A ,...3proC..-te-,3i kcakse him Coperkopt ad Al ESOPS Fir,Stadiadm
instituted in recent years imbalance resulting from priparent furnished the major whom
you provide more than Colmer, D-Miss.
Darted by Mac ANDeri-Dtstributed
to make the committee, which vate housing patterns, neither
(77:51111110NiI
part of the support.
(Continued from Page 1)
half the support.
The sweeping measure, pass- clears legislation to the floor,. the policies nor Title VI bars,
There are certain exceptions
PLUS
relatives,
he
changed
his to this general rule If the In this regard, if he is a full ed by the Senate on
71-20 more responsive to the leader-' a school system from reducing
mind again and agreed to.parent not having custody con- time student, scholarship as- voteMarch 11, would outlaw ship. He acknowledged that he or eliminating
raical imbalance'
Mickey Spillane, Lloyd Nolan "GIRL HUNTERS"
accept the life sentence. Had tributed at least $600 to the sistance can be disregarded. A discrimination in more than did not control the committee. in its schools."
he gone to trial, it is be- support during the calender child who works during the day two-thirds of the nation's houslieved that the prosecution year and the decree of divorce and attends school at night does!ing by 1970. It also contains
would have sought the death or separate maintenance or not qualify as a student nor'anti-riot porvisions, new protecpenalty.
written
agreement specifies would mere enrollment in a tions for civil rights workers
Nunley and his wife were that he is entitled to the de- correspondence school or em- and a statement of rights for
separated at the time of the duction, he can take the deduc _ ployee training program.
Indians.
Incident.
Children must be under 19 or Republicans,
meanw hue.
tion even though he does not
Relatives became alarmed have custody.
full time students to be classi- scheduled a caucus Wedneswhen
t h ey
learned
Mrs.
Also if the parent not having fled as dependents if they re- day morning to discuss their
Nunley had not reported to custody provides more than ceived more than $600 per year course. GOP leader Gerald R.
her job at a Memphis laun- Si 200 of child support during in gross income.
Ford was sure to press his
dry last May.
the year he can claim the deThey asked a friend tp pendency exemption if the
carry them to Walls. Miss.. parent having custody does not •
where Nunley worked in a, clearly establish that he providDON'T GIVE UP
furniture factory, and found ed a greater share of the supMrs. Nunley lying on the port.
(Help Same Day)
floor of the car. She told
If a child was born alive at
them that she had
If you ar• facing cross conditions, poor health,
been the time during the year $600
rnon•y Of I ob troubles, drink, lov• or family trouabducted while waiting on exemption can be claimed but
ble.
and ore unhappy or unlucky, read Proverbs
the bus, and that he had no exemption may be claimed
22 V•rs• 29 Daily. YOU CAN WIN! Bra happy and
determining
made her lie on the floor all for a stillborn. In
succ•ssful in this life. Would you like to hove
whether or not an individual .
day.
$1,000 CASH DOLLARS IN YOUR POCKET
THIS WEEK? CALL---COME----WIRE OR WRITE
They persuaded her to get is a dependent the support test
The Honorabl•
I. the car in which they must be made, that is, you
PROPHET SAMUEL of CHICAGO,
Prophet Samuel
were riding and return to must furnish over half of the
Don't Till Me-Spiritual Advisor
total support of the dependent
Memphis.
I Will Trill Youl
Nunley followed them, run- during the calender year.
THE LORD'S HOUSE OF PRAYER
In determining this you comning into the back of the
prosupport
the
amount
pare
of
car until they stopped at
P.O. Box 8132 Chicago,, Illinois Phone 312-521.6328
the
McLem ore
Market at vided by you with the entire
4318 Highway 61 South to call amount of support which the
St. John is the quiet one.
For some people it's swingpolice. Nunley pulled into the individual received from all
Small, intimate and serene.
grocery parking lot, followed,
piThomas.
a
Once
St.
ing
WORM
romoirn.
PROT
NYC.
868
no'
t2
SIX
WW1!.
SELECTUI
Or
MVO
them inside, and shot his MVO
The island that time forgot.
rates: stronghold. Now thc
wife dead near a check-out
Old plantation ruins covered
stand. He then shot Mrs
Riviera of the Caribbean. St.
Parson. T h ere
were two
with wild flowers. Secluded
Thomas is a carnival. Surwomen and a man who were
cottages on spectacular
unharmed.
rounded by aquamarine
The sentences will be servbeaches. Brilliant coral gared at the same time Nunley
waters. Covered with flamdens.
will be eligible for parole,
Gourmet food and,graing hibiscus: With luxury St. Croix belongs to the old
with time off for good becious
hospitality.
haviour, in 13 years.,
hotels and friendly guest world. When things were

TAX

HULL DOBBS
FORD CITY

How To Determine Your School Guidelines Lifted Replaced
Number Of Dependents

DAISY!

House Democrats Fight For
Open Housing Bill Hearing

usDan

.

ESSY PERSSON
.

NU'

You always
knew there was
a special island
for you.

St.John

St.Thomas

St.Croix

N

Cancer
(Continued from Page 1)
Mississippi and was a hle tr,
see all of the children through
She continued
high school
to study and received her
bachelor's degree only after
the last child had graduated
from high school in 1965 "
With the aid of a scholar
ship and hard work. l)r
Cole finished LeMoyne and
the University of Washington
at Seattle where he received
the Ph.D. in natural sciences.
He now lives in Willowville,
N Y.
Mrs. Cole still lives in
Memphis at 425 St. Paul St.
Dr. Cole will speak at 3 p.m.
Sherman Johnson is general
chairman of Men's Day.

Seagram's V.0.turns up at a lot
of parties.That's because it's so popular.
That's because it's so smooth.
Seagram's V.0.—The Smooth Canadian.

houses. Cool rum drinks and
hot steel bands. Cosmopolitan cuisine and international
bargains. Shops filled with
silks, perfume, china, cameras (take home $200 worth
duty-free, including five
'fifths of liquor). If you love
to be where the action is, St.
Thomas is your island.

less hectic and much more
elegant. Roam through the
old Danish streets of Christiansted. See magnificent
feudal estates with names
like Contentment, Upper
Love, Lower Love, Jealousy.
There's old-world time to
tee off on the new 18-hole
championship golf course.

Visit the Virgin Islands.
They'll begin to work their
magic while you're swimming,sunning,sailing, snorkeling, sight-seeing and
shopping. Slowly and mysteriously you'll discover that
one of the islands has bewitched you—and become
your special island.

The U.S.Virgin Islands
See your travel ateent or ...rite U.S. Virgin Islands Government Information Center,
1,

AI.

in v....A

49 9treet.

Ne.

York,

NY

10020
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NAACP Names Director For Housing Program
iEW YORK — The appoint- Report.
ment of William R. Morris as Educated at Tuskegee Instidirector of hotidng programs tute Jo Alabama and at Indiana
for the National Association University, Mr. Morris served
for the Advancement of Coiored In U.S. Army and the Air Force
People was announced here
this week by Executive Director Roy Wilkins.
A veteran of the real estate
business, the new .appointee
was owner and manager of the
William R. Morris agency in
South send, Indiana. His housing experience includes work
as appraiser and consultant
to such governmental agencies
as the Federal Housing Administration, the Veternas Administration, Urban Renewal and
the Federal National Mortgage
Association.
He is the founder and former
president of the Small Business
Development Center of St.
Joseph County, Indiana, a
member of the Board of directors of the National Association
of Real Estate Brokers, and
editor-publisher of the NAREB

KICK OFF
Helping kick
Outreach, a
sored business
gram directed

PROJECT—
off Project
federal-spontraining proby the Mem-

phis chapter of the National
Business League, were, left
to right: Lawrence S.
Wade, executive vice president o f t he chapter;

George A. Stevens, president of the chapter;
Berkeley G., Burrell of
Washington, D. C., NBL
national president; B. G.

Olive Jr., NBL regional
vice president, and Leonard .1. Small, director
of the project.

Wilkins Says
150 Business Persons On Hand U.S. May Bg
To See Project Outreach Begin Spared Unrest
Memphis chapter of the National Business League kicked
off its widely publicized Project
Outreach before an enthusiastic audience of more than 150
business people Monday night,
March 11, at LeMoyne College.
The inter ested
citizens
braved a cold and rainy night
to hear about the business
training and development project and to welcome the NBL
president, Berkeley G. Burrell,
of Washington, D. C.

NEW YORK —(UPI)— Roy
executive secretary
Wilkins,
Super Market and chairman "He
poured
time, sweat,
of the chapter's special mem- money and tears into the of the National ,Assn. for the
bership committee; Jerrold dream that Booker T. Washing- Advancement of Colored PeoA. Moore, who represented ton started. I would hope that ple (NAACP), believes the
the Mayor, and businessman all of the past presidents would United States may be spared
Carl Carson, who represented applaud our combined efforts a recurrence of mob violence
;today to become the expert this year.
the Chamber of Commerce.
!agency on the problem of "The real fanatics. . .someDr. Price and Mr. Stevens 1Black Economic Development times they won't
talk to me
welcomed guests, and Mr. across the nation."
even," he said.
Wade ,explained the purpose I
and goals of Project Outreach.'
Mr. Olive introduced Mr. Burrell, te principal speaker.

Senior Choir
Plans Program
The senior choir of Morning
Star Baptist church at 1440
Ledger rd. will return to the
"Old Land Mark" on Sunday
night, March 24, at 8 p.m.
The night will provide a
treat and fellowship for all who
attend.
Elder W. A. Sesley is pastor
of the church, and Isaac
Young president of the choir.

Texas Southern Picks
Sawyer For President

Mr. Leone, a firm believer in
The successful launching of , the business league and its
the federal-sponsored project; training project, outlined waysi
represented more than six I businessmen could support the'
weeks of planning by Director', program.
Leonard J. Small and two of ,.
the Memphis NBL chapter's1 Mr. Wade explained that Granville M. Sawyer, execu- and coordinator of public relaofficers, George A. Stevens, Project Outreach, which is tive assistant to the president tions.
president, and Lawrence S. being operated in 12 other cities of Tennessee A.M. State Uni- Before going to Tennessee
Wade, executive vice presi- under the banner of the NaA. & L, Dr. Sawyer held the
tional Business League, will versity, has been named presi- position of Dean of Hustondent.
produce candidates for man- dent of Texas Southern Univer- Tillotson College in Austin,
Mr. Small, an employemnt agement trainee jobs, trainees sity in Houston, it was announc- Texas. Before his appointment
representative for the State who will open new businesses ed last week by Marvin C. to Dean, he was a professor
Department of Personnel, is on on a sound basis, and persons Griffin of Waco, chairman of of Speech and Drama and dia 12-month leave to serve as already in business who are
rector of student recruitment
director of the project. Mr. interested in improving their the board of directors of the at Huston-Tillotson.
university.
Stevens is board chairman of performance.
Dr. Sawyer received his
Bondol Laboratories, and Mr.
Dr. Sawyer, who holds a i bachelor of arts degree from
Wade is vice president-mana- Many of those attending the doctorate from the University Tennessee A. & I. in 1947.
ger of Mutual Federal Savings kickoff meeting attended a re- of Southern California, will as- majoring in Speech and Engception for Mr. Burrell later sume his duties as president lish. He did his graduate work
and Loan Association.
in the evening at the Lorraine on July 1, 1968. Until then, at the University of Southern
The kickoff attracted repre- Motel.
three TSU staff members wilil California and the University
sentatives of large and small
continue to handle various re1
Mr.
Small
advised that class- sponsibilities. The interim com- of Texas, receiving his master's
businesses and scores of persons who are planning to enroll es for trainees will be started mittee is composed of Dr. H. degree in 1952 and his Ph.D.
later this month at LeMoyne. Hadley Hartshorn, Chairman, in 1955 from the West Coast
in the training project.
school.
An author as well as an eduPlatform
included In his far-reaching address, A. L. Palmer, and E. 0. Bell.
guests
Judge Ben L. Hooks, of Crimi- Mr. Burrell said: "Project Out- I A native of Mobile, Alabama, cator, Dr. Sawyer has had
reach starts at the very bot- Dr. Sawyer has a broad back- more than twenty-five major
nal Court; Dr. Hollis F. Price, tom rung
and seeks to prepare ground of college teaching and papers published since 1952.
president of LeMoyne; B. G. our people for
successful opera- administrative experience. He His two most recent efforts
Olive Jr., NBL regional vice tion
of business enterprises." joined the staff of Tennessee which have been accepted for
president and vice presidentA. & I., located in Nashville, publication include "Increasing
secretary of Universal
Life He paid tribute to the late Tennessee, in 1956, as a pro- Support for Predominantly NeInsurance C o mpany; Dean Dr. J. E. Walker, founder of fessor of speech and drama. gro Public Colleges," and "StuWilliam A. Dimmick, of St. Universal Life Insurance Com- He later served as director of dent Dissent on the Negro ColMary's Cathedral; E. A. Leone, pany and a former president of the Communication Clinic, di- lege Campus."
owner of Leone's Liberty Cash the National Business League: rector of public relations and Dr. Sawyer is a member of
coordinator of alumni affairs, the Association for Higher EduI director of
institutional re- cation (NEA), the Assocaition
search, and ultimately as exe- of Land-Grant Colleges and
cutive assistant to the president State Universities, and the
American College Public Relations Association. He previously served as president of
the National Association of
Dramatic and Speech Art,
and as vice president of the
Mid-Western Athletic Association.
Owen College students are During his teaching and adplanning a May Week Festival ministrative career, Dr. Sawyer
which will be climaxed with a has collected a number of honors and awards including a
Queen of May formal ball.
A parade, in which campus listing in the Directory of
organizations will enter floats, American Scholars, memberwill kick off the week of acti- ship in Alpha Mu Honor Society, Beta Kappa Alpha Honor
vity.
'Society and others. He is a
The festival is planned for member of Alpha Phi Alpha
the first week of May.
!Fraternity, Free and Accepted
Committee
chairmen
are Masons, the YMCA and the
Catherine Edwards, entertain- Methodist Church.
ment; Virginia Powers, pro- Dr. Sawyer and his wife,
gram; Larry Andrews, floats; Mrs. Maxine Young Sawyer,
Kay Sease, activities, and Wil- have two children, Patrecia
Ann and Granville, Jr.
liam Powers, publicity.
- —

Owen Students
Plan May Week

for five years. He is a major
in the Air Force Reserves.
In his new position, Mr. Morris will direct the Association's
housing program designed to

break the color barrier in residence and to make more decent
housing available to Negroes
and members of other minority
groups.

1340
NIGHTand DAY
MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC
WITH MEMPHIS
SUPER SOUL "US"

Stevo Compeeit
600 - 10t00

MOOR Alen
2:00 — 4:00 P.A. &
7:00— 10100 P.M.

Al Perkins
4:00 - 7:00 P.M.

Whiz Kid
10t00- 12:00 A.M.

.

A wort F. Doyle
1000 A.M.-.2:00

GRAND OPENING
Formerly C.C. Meadows
I
Watermelon King

FREE!
BASKET
of
GROCERIES

2
3

\

Given Away Every Hour
On The Hour Friday &
Saturday Mar. 12-13

SUPERMARKET'
SUPERMARKET PRICES 7 DAYS A WEEK...
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS

Come In Today and Shop With The At Home

Courtesy Feeling!

I

Foot Long

Pepsi-j Cola I

HOT DOG ------ 5

FREE ....

16 oz. Bt . 6 For
PEPSI COLA
_
Morrell
U.VP1
Pride Delite
RED

39c + Dep

9
6
8

Fresh

GREENS-

BACON FRYERS POTATOES
Lb Sliced

Lb

5 Lb Bag

Turnips or
' Mustard
Bunch

49' 29t 194 104
DELITE EGGS

Grade A Large

Doz.

39c

REGISTER
TODAY FOR FREE GRAND
— PRIZE

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

Girls' or Boys' Deluxe
BICYCLE...

TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
sET

SOIN'To

367 Union
527-4471
2960 Summer

323-5544

sividGeT 80116605 wHtSAY • 86 PROOF • T.1985, 010 CHARTER 01ST. CO., LOUISVILLE, W.

A

FRESH MEATS aid PRODUCE DAILY

918 SO.PARKWAY E. at GAITHER

OPEN
Hours:
9-9
7 days
a week
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Professor Merriwether I Denver Pastor
Is Buried In Jackson 'Speaks
At Owen

Kidnap Leaders; White Alabama Police Chief
Collect Ransoms Arrested By Negro Sheriff

Funeral services for Prcees- mentary School in Jackson, Religious
TUSKEGEE, Ala. —(UPI)— gleton approached him and l to his office and swore out the
Emphasis Week
sor Murry Dewitt Merriwether formerly North Jackson at was celebrated last week at
Amerson, the first Ne- charged him with disorderly warrants.
Lucius
NEW YORK—The hate that has existed for years
of Jackson, Tennessee were retirement. He taught for a Owen College with the Rev.
gro sheriff in Alabama since conduct.
1
held at St. Paul CME Church, year at
Amerson said he had asked
Mississippi Valley M. C. Williams of Denver as between black racket figures in the ghetto and mem- Reconstruction times, announcDevance said the police chief
Friday, March 15 at 315
State College and was employ- the visiting speaker.
bers of .the ruling Mafia appears to be coming closer ed Tuesday that his depart- took him to jail, where Bass the FBI and Justice Department to investigate the incident.
ment had arrested the white
Delivering the eulogy was ed at Lane College at the time The week-long activity hi and closer to all out war this week.
was on duty, and that Bass
eluded morning chapel servthe Rev. J. D. Atwater of Mem- of his death.
police chief of Notasulga and
began calling him names while
Col. C. W. Russell, director
phis, former pastor of St. Paul. In addition to his dedicated ices. a book chat and after- When New York police hadlers" began to mass large sums a state trooper in connection
he was being booked.
of the State Department of
Other ministers officiating were service in the field of educa- noon discussions with student District Attorney Ilogan's meniof financial security and re-in- with the beating of a Negro.
it in Negro businesses in Amerson said Notasulga po- "He said they called him Public Safety, said an investiRev. Louis T. Purham, pastor tion, Prof. Merriwether was groups.
indicted three men for failing
was being made of the
of the church; Rev. Samuel a dedicated member of the
community and for black lice chief Bobby Singleton was nigger and a lot of other gation
'their
cooperate with police last week
charge against Bass but that
B. Cumming, presiding elder, NAACP, serving as president
taken into custody Monday and words," Amerson said. "Then be would remain on duty until
in an alleged kidnapping extor-,people.
Rev. C. F. Odom, pastor of of the Jackson Branch at the
Bass sur- the trooper knocked him down It was complete.
about which nobody As to the kidnappings of the trooper James H.
plot
non
time
of
Omega
death;
Psi
his
Liberty CME Church. and Rev.
rendered himself at the county and kicked him several times
Phi
Fr
would talk, it came out.
iternity, Inc., the ShrinMafia lieutenants, it was said jail early Tuesday, accom- in the stomach apd chest," "I'm going to recommend
R. J. Page, pastor of Maceers and the Boy Scouts, as one
donia Baptist Church.
Police learned the same thine that Negroes have been angry panied by several highway the sheriff quoted Devance as to the colonel that he (Bass)
Burial was in Mt. Olive of the organizers in this area.
detectives and for sometime that there were patrol officers.
saying.
not be assigned back to this
The YM&W Club will cele- that homicide
Cemetery with Stephenson and He was very active in his
-district because the people in
FBI men found out about a year no promotions for black men by The two officers were arrestanniversary
fortieth
its
brate
Amerson said Devance told this district don't have conShaw Funeral Hpme in charge. church, joining at an early age.
ago when they were investigat- the Mafia. They have felt that ed on warrants signed by the
him he was then driven to the fidence in him," Amerson said.
He was a steward, trustee, on Sunday, March 24, at Ward
DeOscie
Lee
Prof. Merriwether was born and former superintendent of Chapel AME church at 1125 S. ing an alleged gangland murder. they have been used simply as alleged victim,
Notasulga police pistol range "A lot of the people in this
vance, about 22.
in Milan, Tenn., son of the Rev. the Sunday Schonl.
Parkway East.
A source close to the investi- "erraud boys."
where Singleton held a gun
Singleton was charged with beside his head while Bass county are actually afraid of
David and Mrs. Matilda C.
The guest speaker for the gation for the grand jury said:
He
leaves
to
mourn
his
passthe highway patrol because
threatening
use
and
to
drawing
Murray Merriwether. He held
program at 3 p.m. will be "Negroes have been kidnapping The series of kidnappings
beat him.
they have been mistreated."
Bass
weapon,
dangerous
and
a
the A. B. degree from Lane ing, a wife, one daughter, Mrs. Mrs. Loretta Kate°, one of the
members of the Mafia and hold- which began last year and about was accused of assault and "He said they shot all around
College and the master's de-'Marilyn M. Goldman of Bir- city's well-known social workAmerson is Sheriff of Macon
mingham.
ing
them for ransom and have'which, the Syndicate would not battery.
Ala.:
two
brothers,
him," Amerson said. "He said Coultity. Eighty per cent of the
gree in administration from
ers
,even talk to police, was said to
David
Merriwether
of
Chicago,
been
getting
paid
the
money
Both were freed on bonds the chief told him to dance
Columbia University. He was
county's population is Negro.
Mrs. Hilda Helm is chairman ,they demand on a pay-or-die he motivated by this grievance. of $300 each.
married to the former Uleda Illinois and Rev. Moses C.
and fired at his feet."
observance.
Allure
Mrs.
of
the
Merriwether
of
Jacksonville,
depsaid
Amerson
his
chief
'b
"
Woolridge who preceded him
Amerson was elected sheriff
Negroes were said to have kiduty, Eddie Ivory, also a Ne- Amerson said he was not in 1966 and t000k office in Janin death. In July, 1966 he was Florida: two sisters. Mrs. S. Lee is president of the club.. "In fact," he continued, "Nenapped the Cosa Nostra lieutenMcRae
Mrs.
Evelyn
secand
Elizabeth
Sloan
of
Memphis.
Devance
got
how
sure
just
married to Mrs. Maggie K.
groes. some of the smaller'ants, one by one, and each time gr°' made the arrest of §igigleuary, 1967. A Negro was reTennessee and
Mrs. Helen retary
away or was released, but that cently also named police chief
Smith who survives.
wheels
in
the
rackets,
have
kid
-.were reported to have immediBattles of Los Angles, two Res Robert McRae is pastor
edonto
hpo
adliee gosnu
ashecroifmf
top t°12.
in Tuskegee.
napped at least six top lieuten-'atelv sent a message to the
Professor
Merriwether re- grandson; two nephews: six of the church.
Moncomplaint Monday, Notasulga
filed
ants in the Syndicate during the Mafia
tired from t he public school nieces: two step daughters:
chief in the area to eith- claiming he had been arrested day to complain about his in- Amerson said neither Singlesystem after a long teaching one son-in-law: one brotherpast year and have
paid er pay the ransom exacted or and beaten Saturday night.
juries and "they told him to get ton nor Bass was actually placcareer in various systems in in-law: one sister-in-law: and
much as 5200,000."
gotenas
Devance told Amerson he out and he better not say any- ed in a cell because they posted
,his lieutenant would die. The
Tennessee and Kentucky and a host of other relatives and
For years, the Mafia has fast.' Mafia chief always paid, the was in his car outside a night thing about it."
bond while the booking was
was principal of Linocln Ele- friends
ened itself on the nation's pre-.source said.
club near Notasulga when Sin- He said Devance then came I being completed.
_
dominantly Negro ghettos like.
leech suckin the lifehl,sod in
financial assets from the al- Civil
ready monetarily malnourished
citizenry. While inveigling its
tentacles around Negro citizens
the Mafia has never given more MILWAUKEE, Wis. (UPI) — equal rights, we're going to,
The Missionary Institute of than the minor jobs
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
of runners,
work on all our probthe South Memphis District will Nvriters and turn-in men for the Civil rights militants halted have to
Place Your Order Now
employment,
as
such
lems,
meet on Monday, March 25, at huge number, rackets, tools of their open housing marches
The men of Beulah Baptist for a number of years, holds 10
education and what have you,"
a
goal
of
their
short
of
'here
For
Individuals And Groups
a.m. in the New Allen AME the
prostitution netwerl;, and :tough city fair housing law be- Richard E. Green, commandChurch will observe anneal the A.B.. B.D.. M.A., and Ph.D.
church
at
1559
Rev,
S.
Third
st.
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
Men's Day Sunday, March 24. degrees.
addict-minor employees a n d cause
isn't cr• of the National Association
housing
"open
E. Paul Beavers is pastor.
The theme of the occasion is,
'small-time pushers and users of the only civil rights struggle," for the Advancement of Colored
CUSTOM
Because of his great commit- A panel discussion on the top- the
TAILORS
"Doing
What is
Christian
narcotics racket. The ghet- a spokesman said over the People's Uniformed Youth Counment to the Christian witness ic, "Truth and Revelation and
Through Stewardship."
weekend.
cil Commandos, said.
and his years of training and Its Relation to Lent," will be to has been used as the hiding
The church Sunday School experience, he is one of God's led by Mrs. Irene Massey of place for narcotics drops, illegal The marches officially end- The marches, which began
INC.
classes will be taught by guest most powerful preachers. The St. Andrew AME church. On liquor, stolen valuables and ed Thursday with the 200th last Aug. 28, were marked
said.
spokesman
march,
A
the
with
their
violence
early'
in
E.P.'other
items since before the
JA 7-9320
248 Vance Ave.
teachers. Music will be render- public is invited to hear this the panel will be Mrs.
Friday days, and drew a short-lived
ed by an all-male chorus. The eminent Christian scholar and Beavers. Mrs. M.R. Todd. Mrs. days of Prohibition, e
.
- hile the march by 40 persons
Memphis.
Tennessee
morning sermon will be preach- preacher.
Ada Evans, Mrs. P. Alexander, big boys reaped the big money. night resulted from a misun- demonstration ban from Maspokesman yor Henry Maier. The ban
'YOUR Company Makes What Yon Ask For Ana
ed by the pastor.
Mrs. I. Vaniado. Mrs. M. Ad-: Now for the first time 'appar- derstanding, the
Eugene Collins, third vice ams. Mrs. L. Owens and
Creates What You Think or
said.
was
lifted
only
two
after
Mrs.,ently Negroes have become
The guest preacher for the president of Memphis Sunday F.R.
"In
order
to
obtain
all
our
mass
'days
arrests.
of
LaMarr.
'brave and conniving ennuen to
3:00 p.m. hour is Dr. Virgil H. School and Baptist Training
An added feature will be a, attempt to take back
Todd, professor of Old Testa- Congress will serve as master
some of
talk by Mrs. A. Taliaferro on the monies from the numbers
ment in the Memphis Theologi- of ceremony. Tyler Glover is
the subject: "What Lent Means game which Negroes
cal Seminary.
chairman and Fred Patterson,
invented
To Me."
WE RESERVE
and introduced to America, but
co-chairman.
Mrs.
Todd
is president of the,which
Dr. Todd, who has taught
the Mafia took over by
THE
RIGHT
Old Testament in the seminary
Rev. W. C. Holmes, Minister. Institute and Mrs. Laalarr re- violence
just when Negro "bank.
porter.
LIMIT,

40th Anniversary
To Be Celebrated

Missionary

Beulah Baptist Men
To Present Scholar

Group Plans

Rights Militants
Halt Milwaukee Marches

Panel Talk

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

B H

_

Mrs. Downey To Speak Rock
CME
At St. John Baptist
The Women of St. John Baptist Church 640 Vance Avenue
will climax a month of Activities with their annual Women's
Day Program, Sunday March
24.
The - guest speaker for the
3 p.m. service will be Mrs.
Aurelia Richie Downey. of the
lion Baptist Church, Louisville, Kentucky.
Mrs. Downey is a graduate
of Virginia State College, Peterburg, Virginia and is at present
a senior student at Southern
Baptist Theological Siminars:
working toward a master's degree in religious education and
will graduate January 1969.
She is a versatile and dynamic speaker who has traveled
extensively
t h roughout the
United States speaking out of
her heart which has felt and
known the power of God.
Music will be rendered by
the Women's Treble choir of
St. John Baptist Church under

the capable direction of Mrs
Josie N. Cobb.
Mrs. Carrie M. Scott, is

A MRS. DO%NNLN
chairman. Mrs. Leatha A. Sims
co-chairman.
Mrs.
Vanessa
Moore. secretary and Mrs. Betty Chism, publicity chairman.
Rev. A. McEwen Williams
is pastor

Mrs. Stevens To Speak
At Women's Day Program

Of Ages
Will
Sponsor Tea

Mt. Pleasant
Celebrates
Youth Day

The Rock of Ages CMF
church at 478 Scott st. will
have its annual tea on Sunday. Annual Youth Day was obMarch 24, at 3 p.m. The served at the Greater Mt.
theme will be "12 Keys to the Pleasant Baptist church at 47
City." and will featured worn-: West DeSoto St., last Sunday,
en from several churches.' March 17.
The guest speaker was Rev.
The public is invited.
Mrs. Vera Moton is chairman'C. B. Short, pastor of the Comof the tea. Rev. T.C. Smith is munity Baptist church in Kansas City, Mo.
the pastor
An ordination service was
held during the morning service.
Rev E Bates delivered the
sermon at the program at 3
p.m. Members of his church
were guests, along with members of Tree of Life. Jerusalem,
Mt. Paran, Second Baptist,
Oak Grove, Greater Mt. Sinai
Annual Choir Day was cele- and Mt. Moriah Baptist churchbrated last Sunday, March 17, es.
at the New Bethel Baptist Supper was served on last
church at 907 S. Parkway East. Sunday night for ordination
The program was sponsored candidates, Revs. Willie Clark
by the senior choir of the and Edgar Fletcher,
church. Mrs. Mary Lee Smiley
is president
Mrs. J. C. Austin was Youth
Mrs. Fannie Bynum is church Day director. Rev. L. H.
reporter, and Rev. Dave Bond Aldridge is pastor of the
pastor.
church.

Volunteen Registration
To Start Next Saturday

.
•
25
WASH
CAR
$
•„„
8 A.M.-6 P.M.

Let us produce you a record. We offer a complete
package everything furnished, reasonable.
DESIGNER R ICOR DS
3373

Pork Ave. Phone 324-6786...Memphis, Tenn 381 11

• Lourctlwood Center
• N at. anal at -ICC.son
•0u.nce at Sea Isle
• Macon at Wells Station

• Getwell at Barron
• Chelssio at Thomas
• Northaate St,opa,ng Ctr.
• Southland Moll

McLemore at Neptune
Chelsea at Thomas
Save Del Farm cash register tapes
for a 1% refund to your church or
favorite charity.

MEAT AND PRO.
DJCE PRICES
GOOD THRU
MAR. 23.
ALL OTHER PRICES
GOOD TMRU
MAR. 26.

UP TO $1000 CASH

MAY BRAND NEW

Choir Day Held
At New Bethel

Mrs. Callie Lentz Stevens will
n
Mrs. Mattye Wigley
be the speaker for the annual — chairman of Finance and
Women's Day at Pentecostal Mr., Deborah Patterson, publiTemple Church of God in Christ city chairman.
Sunday afternoon, March 24.
at 3.
The 1968 Volunteen Program locations are:
Mrs. Stevens is well known
sponsored by the volunteer, April D, Popular-White Stain the community for her work
service Bureau will be launch-' tion Library-3:30-5:30 p m.
in religion, education and civic
ed at the Health Careers Fair, April 6, Volunteer Service
activities. Presently she is prinat Southland Mall on Saturday,' Bureau, 901 McCall Building
eine! of Florida Elementary
March 30 when registration will 9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon.
School and a member of Secbegin for teen-agers who wish
April 11, Main Library
Church
Congregational
ond
(Peabody & McLean) 3:30to participate.
where she serves as a member
The program is open to boys 5:30 p.m.
of the Board of Trustees. She
and girls who will be fifteen
April 13, 901 McCall Buildhas worked diligently with the
or will have completed the ing 9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon.
NAACP. YWCA and 14th Ward
ninth grade by June 1.
April 17, Frayser Library,
Civic Club. She is known to be
A Volunteen contributes at 3:00-5:30 p.m.
one of our most dynamic womleast one day a week during
April 20, 901 McCall Builden speakers.
the summer by working as a
ing 9:00 a.m.-12:oo noon.
volunteer in one of 25 non-pro- April 24, Highland Library,
The women of the church
fit community-serving agencies.' :30-5:30 p.m.
have planned a very unique
These include hospitals, day
April 2'7, 901 McCall Buildprogram in honor of women.
care and community centers, ing, 9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon.
Their theme is "The Role of
playgrounds, health agency of- , For further information, call
Christian Women in Building
fices, galleries and museums. the Volunteer Service Bureau
Character for Modern Living."
Other registration dates and 526-5836.
The P e n tecostal Temple
one of their
and
Choirs
MP" C‘"" 1E STEVENS
ip•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
soolists, Mrs. Frances Bur•
nett Kelley, will be fea1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIe
The pastor is Bishop J.0.
tured.
Mrs. Julia Atkins is chairman Patterson. The public is car—Mrs. Lillian Carr, —co-chair—dially invited.
q6F,
•
▪ tssettleo linuombni q

Spritual and Gospel Groups
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NEW SLIPS!

NYC.
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FARM FRESH

SEMI-BONELESS

WHOLE
FRYERS

MORRELL
HAM

U.S. CHOICE

HILLSIDE

Lb 27c
890
REENS
5
10
2 790
BOLD 2
RIB
STEAK
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MUSTARD, TURNIPS, COLLARD
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I

CONTADINA

TOMATO
SAUCE

8 oz.
Can

TOP TASTE GRAPE

JAM OR
JELLY

20 or
Jars

5c OFF DETERGENT

20 oz. 550
Pkgs.

TOP TASTE
OLEOMARGARINE

SLICED
BACON
GOLDEN

SWEET
CORN

1.15

69
5

Lb.

Pkg.5C

5

Ears 59e

KR
IR AFT
MAYONNAI
SE °;,490
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CRISCO
4C OFF

3 Lb
Can

13c OFF LIQUID
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1111 MR Mil IIIIII IN II
TOP TASTI On

2
r
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COUPON
--------WITH

CTNS.

WHOLE
OR
HALF

With coupon and pert-hate of $5.00 or
MOO* excluding I
leer, Tobacco, Fresh Milk, Ice Cream
and It. Milk,
Limit one coupon per customer.. Coupes.
expires
MAR. 26, 1968.
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DEFENDER

To Give Concert Friday
Next concert attraction for which co-stars
Ramon
LeMoyne College is Ballet Es- .Reyes and
Lola Soler,
panol from Madrid, a dazzling presented
this Friday,
company of dancers, singers 22, at 10:30 a.m.
in
and flamenco guitar.
Hall, The public is
The dynamic young company, and it will be free.

de los
Will be
March
Bruce
invited

ROFICIENCY IN HOMEWORK

Pate

By.Holloway.

r

NEW ORLEANS — (UPI)lion" the suit said.
The National Association for
the Advancement of Coloredl The suit said the plan "fails
Pedple (NAACP) filed a suit adequately to insure that the
in the U.S. 5th Circuit Court! state's unconstitutional policy
of Appeals attacking the south- of maintaining racially segreem practice of "freedom of! gated facilities, student bodies
and faculties will entirely and
choice" desegregation.
effectively be terminated."
The method involves offering
students and their parents a In August, 1967, the girl's
mother filed suit seeking to
."free choice" of schools.
stop -the maintenance, by the
NAACP attorneys said it was Hellen Keller School, of sepa"not acceptable as an alterna- rate facilities for separate
tive to desegregating these in- races.
stituhtie onsT
The
complaint
contended
suit was the continuation "that the quality and quantity
of an appeal filed by Christinel of available treatment, proArchie in 1967 against the, grams and facilities ... at the
Alabama Institute for Deaf:schools
maintained for the
and Blind children in Talladega! white deaf and the white blind"
Ala., where she was a student- were "vastly superior to those
"The slow pace of integra- available at the Negro schoels.
tion in the southern and border , At the Hellen Keller school,
states was attributable in large the suit contends, 28 of 31 stumeasure to the fact that most dents enrolled there attend
school districts in the south classes and are assigned to
had adopted so-called 'free- dormitories "and enjoy its spe- dom of choice plans' as the cial environment for 24 hour,
principal method of desegrega- a day."

GENERAL
TIRE

THE GREAT'68

ING
Mi..
CORDIALLY
TO
YOU'RE

TIRE
\

\

INVITED BY'ME
GOVERNMENT OF
ENVOY
NIGERIA AS PEACENE&OriArE
717
PAcr.

SAL

NAACP Launches Suit Against
'New Desegregation System'

Buy now...during our first big sale of the year.
Save on brand-new, quality tires. Full size, full
strength to give you full value for your money.

"The remaining three are
Negro students 'who are permitted to attend classes at the
school, but are assigned for the
rest of the day to dormitories
at the Negro deaf school," the
suit added.

U. C. HOLMES
AT SCHILLING PARKWAY
MOTORS
HAS
BIG
SAVINGS
ON
MERCURY
CYCLONE

00NT EGO

A

•

4-PLY NYLON CORD

SAFETY-JETS'
'
1768
68
Piss 3/ 19, $2.21 fed.
blase Ti.
Tettelers wawa
7 75 c 14,

Size biQ

1401.LovA

The Store that Cares. aout You!

foi

Plasrls.12,36Fed.
Erase Taz•

SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED

itrbelf, NANA
5 x 14,

315

•Tough, long mileage •Curv-control tread
Duragen' rubber tread
design grips road
........d :• •A, In., 0.1,a

s No trade-in

required,
tree mounting

Smoked

444 1' lqr ork, lewatis

Use General's AUTO-CHARGE PLAN
NO MONEY DOWN, EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Headquarters for the puncture-sealing Dual 90
and the complete line of General tires and
service

GENERAL TIRE
SERVICE

,9

OUT EAST

DOWNTOWN

3920 PARK AVE.

455 UNION
525-7764

324-8878

Whole or Butt Half

lb.

Shank Portion

lb.

49c
39c

39C
PICNICS A
lb.
SPRING LAMB SHOULDER Lb 59c

GENERAL
TIRE

HAMS

FRESH PORK LIVER
FRESH BEEF LIVER

Lb. 29c
Lb. 391.

A REAL A&P VALUE

For Car Service, Coll for FREE Pickup and Delivery
What AlgOINIXISrmits HiGh NAY.74111Y COMIPTIIC

At the home of Mrs. Marian
Grice on Capital, the members of the Osirus Society are
seen at their last meeting
completing plans for their
Annual Cocktail and Fashion
Show. The theme for the
show is "A tour of Memphis'
Boutiques".
'The public is familiar with

SEE
TOMMY GRANT

this annual affair and the Walker, Mrs. Doris Patterson
cause for which it is given". and Mrs. Joyce Green.
according to the club's report- Standing from left are, Mrs.
Marian Grice, Mrs. Shirley
er. Mrs. Catlock.
The Show will be Easter.Mitchell, Mrs. Delores Lane,
Sunday at the Club Rosewood, Mrs. Winnona Bailey, Mrs.
7-10 p.m. Pictured above are, Verna Carlock, (not shown)
seated from left, Mrs. Flora Mrs. Carrie Bain. (CONTI:N.
Simmons. Mrs. Brooxine Mann. ENTAL PHOTO)
Mrs. Lois Dodson, Mrs. Julia

U.S. Deserter Facing Long Term In Jail
possible
a ri d
FRANKFURT, Germany —'in Stockholm teaching jazz court-martial
The first American •Negro sol- ballet at a dance studio, he 10 years in jail for having
dier to desert the United States had found there was a lot been absent without leave. A
seek of "natural" prejudice among
and
F o rces
Armed
spokesman
United
at
the
asylum in Sweden has returned the blonde, Iblue-eyed Swedes.
States
headquarters
in
Army
"I
want
addeck
didn't
He
surrender,
after 14 months - to
with his white German wife people to think I was a com- Heidelberg said that Pvt. Jones
and their baby son to United munist. I wanted to return had been listed as a deserter ,
to live in the United States in February, 1967, one month
States officials.
The former defector, Pvt. and to voice my protests after he fled from his outfit
Ray Roy Jones of Pontiac,. against the War in Vietnam at Schwabach, but thnt no
Mich., said he had deserted! and against American pre- formal charges had as vet
been filed against him.
and gene to Sweden because judice as a citizen."
of his opposition to the United' Another fact which Jones A source at Army headStates policy in waging war did not elaborate on was quarters here said that two
in Vietnam and because there that his German-born wife. other American Negro solis so much prejudice in the Gabrielle birthed a son for diers had also turned themUnited States.
him three months ago whom selves in at the U. S. EmPvt. Jones said that despite- he named Roy Jones VI.
bassy in Stockholm, "broke,
the fact that he had worked: Pvt. Jones said he faces a tired and hungry" after just

For your transportation needs

NEW and USED

ANANAS
'APPLE
Fresh Baked

(Save 160
ALL BUTTER

BROWNIES 490
SAVE 20c
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Cars
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Special Purchase ,
35 Impala's 2 & 4 door 1968's r'swer & Air
Save SS-Put your name on
OUR WAITING LIST
68 Domes
Savo op to $1000.00
67 Imp. cps. air power
Fir"
Sharp
Cony.
Imp.
66
65 Imp..supar sport
64 Imp. straw sport
63 Imp. gm. Equipped
r.
62 Choy. Sta. Wagon
.111
61 Impala Spt. Sod.
ALL MAKES t MODELS
65 Buick Vista - Cruiser
Sta. Wagon Full Power
Air-Cond. - 9 Pass 91777.00
Mustangs 350 choose
Extra sharp --- Save
Corvette 2 to choose
67 Con.. 66 Fast Bock
Both Lilt./ New ---- Save

CREDIT APPROVED BY PHONE

$2A99
t11199
$969t.
S1239
$1099
S 949
$ 399

RN

LPN

$7,800.00 to start
$18.00 to $22.00, per day to start, according to
experience

Liberal fringe benefits, ie, paid sick leave, paid vacations,
paid holidays, -time and a half for overtime, will arrange living accomodations and transportation.
Contact Mrs. Lillian Daniels RR., AB, Director of Nurses or
Dr. Claud Young, Director; Bailey General Hospital; 292 E.
Ferry, Detroit, Michigan, 48206.
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By Diggs Datrooth
WASHINGTON — In the midst of Negro Newspaper Month,
the Negro Press which has been huddling with various govern.
meat agencies can boast of another accomplishment. In one of
their recent visits, the publisheers told the arm-chair experts
Department of Defense that Nei heading the operation of the
gives were being ovriooked as officers in the armed forces. At
times the session got hectic and voices were raised. But, the
facts were on the publishers side. For instance, theere have
been only two Negro generals—B. 0. Davis—Snior and junior.
And some of the Army soul brothers question their color.
Well, recently the Air Force revealed that five Negroes have
been elevated to full colonel. The biggest number of Negroes
to be elevated to that rank during a single promotion period.
I The new "chickens" have been pinned on Hannibal M. Cox,
Earl M. Franklyn, Vernon Heywood and Arthur F. Williams.
Just another example why you should keep the Negro Press
strong. Look for additional promotions, a part of the program
left by departing Secretary McNamara.

Subscription rates: One year, $6; six months, $2 50, (2-year special Sub.
scription rate $10) The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for
unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos. Published Every Thursday by the Nell
Tri-Stati Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid at Memphis, Tennessee,
Under 'Act of March 2, 1879.

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area

EDITORIALS
Labor - Union Strategy

;1.

BACKDOOR STUFF: Hotline has predicted that the White
House would hire a Negro in the Bureau of the Budget. The
!effort. was intensified by a . blast uttered by John Conyers to a
meeting of Negro officials in Chicago last year. The Brother
with the Bureau is Jim McRae, former economist with the
State Department. His dad is dean of students at Lincoln
U. (Pa.). Another evidence that LBJ is quietly and firmly doing a job, in spite of his critics. . . .The Coast Guard which
caught hell from the late President Kennedy during hih inauguration when he found that there were no Bi others marching
with the service, has added Earl Hunnigan, a former St.
Louisan and Omahan, to its personnel staff. .. .Former ambassador Franklin Williams is netting $42,500 in his post with
Columbia U. The former field secretary of the NAACP. has
his. professional salary augmented by a foundation grant. . . .
Brushing off offers since the riot commission is phasing out is
Larry Still, who did such a creditable job. Still was on loan
to the Commission from the Labor Dept.

Labor is disturbed over the prospect
Letters calling for the assembly
of a reactionary like Richard M. Nixon , warned: "The 1968 election will be a
or a racist like George Wallace occupy- choice between liberalism and reaction,
ing the White House. So, the AFL-CIO- not only at the Presidential level but io
is planning a political campaign at a every Senate race and in every Congreslevel of intensity never before attained'sional district."
by organized labor.
Labor leadership is quite aware
The federation, on March 28, will that a coalition of political forces hostile
hold a special national conference in to the unions, the Negroes, and to soWashington to map strategy. The meet- cial progress may undermine gains aling will be closed t4 all except top union ready made. It is therefore leaving no
officials and leaders of state and city stone unturned to avoid such a catas'labor groups.
trophy.

South Africa And The Olympics

SOUP 'N SANDWICH TAWK: When Mayor Washington
quickly
slipped out of town recently with his wife, Beanetta, he
The view is held in some quarters1 under the same flag, the convulsive!
.̀
3
went
to
visit a Women's Youth Corp Center in Cleevland as well
•
that since apartheid is not likely to end I racial oppression under which the blacks!
as
Cleveland's
Carl Stokes, Mrs. Washington is 0E0's chief of
overnight, each small step toward its live in that country cannot be eitherj
Ithe
Women's
Youth
Corp . . . When Stokes was in town to
amelioration and eventual liquidation condoned or forgotten.
appear
on
the
"Meet
the Press" show, he picked up $te milshould be welcomed. Thus, concessions
The concessions to world opinion!
lion from Bob Weaver at HUD for Urban Renewal in Clevemade by South Africa as terms for re- should be spurned because they are made j
THE 23rd SLUM
land. The N. Y. Times hatchet job on Stokes so alarmed the
turning to the Olympics should be con- only to meet the exigencies of Olympic'
Loeb is my enemy; I shall Washington power structure that they have rallied to assist
sidered important and the International rules and tp avoid unpleasant worldwide
not forget.
him. . . Jimmy Hicks, the ex•Harlem newsman, breek.ed into
. He maketh us march
Olympic Committee's decision to accept publicity while apartheid in sports rethe
Nation's capital recently on business for his boss Bob
!against him: he leadeth us
them was impeccably right.
mains unchanged in South Africa.
Mangrum,
head of N.Y. State's Human Relations Commission.
slavery.
to
back
for mistakes. People don't 3. He destroys our town: he 1Hicks was to have
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
We do not share that opinion. Even
The decision of the 32-nation Suaccompanied Mangrum, but came alone
feel the ministers are making leadeth us to the path of
if South African athletes, white and preme Council for Sports in Africa to
because
Mangrum
FIVE FACES '68
came
down with a virus. Hicks kept Mana mistake in supporting the misery.
black, are chosen for the Olympics as boycott the Olympic games shows how ! Memphis has been treated to sanitation workers. There's a 4. Yea, though I walk grnm's appointment with Cliff Alexander at EEOC and Mayor
face in the "Five Faces through the valley of dirt Walter Washington. . . Darold Williams, former NAACP exone team, and even if they travel togeth- deep and decisive in today's thinking is! the spectacle of what might be second
..68.
and filth, I shall smell foul ecutive and one of the several Negroes buried by Pete
re, and in Mexico live together, wear this question of discrimination, injustice, termed "Four Faces '68, so far
Libassi
odors: for LOEB is against at HEW, has
this year. They have beent
joined the desserters. Williams is now heading
the same uniform, and march together and segregation.
Third,
among
the
"Five
Faces
us; his cops' and their gas
black, brown, and beige faces,
the Department of Transportation's EEO program.
. . .Negro faces. . .all wrapped]. . . '68" is that of the national- shall not stop us.
ly-known
civil
der
le
right
a
preparest
may
a
Thou
5.
up in seriousness. They have;
HOP SKOTCHING THE NATION: Gwendolyn Hood, a
been
white faces. . .equally' asked to come to Memphis and noose to hang me in the •
help keep up morale in the cur- presence of my friends; Thou Kansas
involved.
City attorney, will become regional director of the
rent crisis situ a ti o n. For anointest my head with lies;
Washington area for the Equal Employment Opportunity ComFirst, the face of the Mem- the most part thses men . . . My garbage runneth over.
phis sanitary workers flashed such as Wilkins, Rustin. and 6. Surely
picketing
and mission. She succeeds Marie Poston, who resigned to wed a
The U.S. ambassador to the Re-I
Because of its extreme sensitivity, upon the vision. They were
the King . . . have lived up to ex- looting shall follow him all Chicago businessman. . C. W.
Gates, St. Louis first Negro Popublic of Ghana has tendered his resig- forever on the watch for flaws in
faces of toil .
almost of des- pectations. They were expect-, the days of his life; and he
nation. He is Franklin H. Williams. one foreign service, Ghana is considered a peration. They were the faces ed to lend the prestige of their shall burn in the fire of lice Commissioner, has had an officer stationed outside his
real estate office after a series of threats. . . .Steve Duncan,
of the highest-ranking Negroes in the difficult country to deal with, especially of men who know they want'inter-nationally positions as civ- hell forever.
and need something. . .even il rights leaders to a solution Amen:
lwho works in 0E0's civil rights division in New York, is
U.S. foreign service.
, since the coup d'etat that removed Dr. if they don't have the educa- of the local situation regarding
ing a book for a foundation. . .A small group of Negro
HERBERT REAVES ready—
There have been reports that Wil- Nkrumah from the presidency of the , tion and experience to express the sanitary workers. Howevinsurance
executives from all around the country were closetSouthside
High
Hams, a native of Flushing, N.Y.. would African Republic while he was on a visit themselves in pretty words and er there has been an undertone
ed at the Willard hotel here over the weekend. Much of their
correct grammer.
of criticism in some circles of
become director of the new Center on to Red China.
891 E. Dempster concern is the Negro businessman. . .The West Coast is
getcourse, pretty words are Negroes, as to whether or not Alcy
Of
Road
Home Owners ting short shrift
Urban Affairs at Columbia University. .
Williams, who is well versed in Af- out of place anyway, when their presence actually did any
on issues here. Because Of distance, few citiAssociation
Williams is well prepared for both' rican affairs, and an intellectual of the measured by the type of work good other than to focus an
zens from that area raise their voices and are heard. When
Mayor Henry Loeb HI
unfavorable
national
spotlight
the diplomatic service and the academic first magnitude, was well equipped for,the sanitation workers perconference are held down here. This could be a campaign for
With their strike for on Memphis. Or is that what COUNCILMEN:
the
Los Anglese Sentinel. . .Louis Martin's pretty secretary.
post. Though the ambassadorship to the the post. It was his skills and influence form.
union recognition and higher a lot of people want? And is Wyeth Chandler
Mrs. Yvonne Tydings, has wed. ..Glamour boy on the GOP
former African Gold Coast is not a post that prevented a crisis in the relation' pay, among other things, the that necessary? But, the faces! Thomas Todd
of the outside leaders are etch- Philip Perel
campaign trail won't be Ronald Reagen, but Clarence Townes,
that carries with it high prestige and between the United States and Ghana Memphis sanitation workers, ed
among the Memphis "Five Lewis R. Donelson III
over 90 per cent Negro, gave
dapper minorities specialist.
influence in the scale of the U.S. foreign in the days when the African country the city
Jerred BeInchard
a new "look" at the . . . Faces '68".
service, nevertheless, it is one that re- under Nkrumah was being assailed as a.Negro.
Fourth, there are the faces ' Downing Pryor
THAT REPORT! There is still mixed reaction to the Presi•
quires great tact and diplomatic skill.
They have shocked the "colo- of the young Negro high W. T. McAdams
Russian satellite.
Mrs.
Wells
Awsumb
dent's
Report on Civil Disorders, Both Negroes and whites bine
nel". They have let the "colo- school
basketball-players of
reacted. Some Negroes say that putting the blame on t h e
nel" get wise to the fact Tennessee, who placed so Billy Z. Hyman
that if they, the so-called prominently in the state tourna- Fred L. Davis
white racists for the discord in the cities is "telling it like
lowly "garbage-men", can ment that closed here last Robert B. James
it is." There are other Negroes who feel that the Report
,lift their head in self-respect week. The young athletes, on Rev. James L. Netters
failed to acknowledge the efforts of whites dedicated to
Fully two weeks have passed since Congress must provide the means for and the dignity of manhood integrated and non-integrated J. 0. Patterson Jr.
the cause
the President's Bi-partisan Commission implementation of the Commission's and demand fair treatment. teams, did themselves up We, the citizens of the Alcy of equality. There Is also this view in the white community.
the roll is about to be called proud. They too, carved an Road community do hereby like
Vice President Humphrey's that says that the report
on Civil Disorders released its con- judgements.
on the Mississippi.. . .all the image on the local mind. . . state our support for the
failed
to credit white liberals for their role in fighting racism.
science-stirring report. Smoke of angry
The Commission's findings aggra- way to the top of the Club 100. a technicolored image, rang- Sanitation workers of the city
And
of
The
course there are whites who feel that the Report was
dark
Sanitation workers ing from the midnight hues of of Memphis in their strike
criticism is still belching forth from the vate Congress' sense of being threatenlof the Bluff City have pro- the sun-kissed African up the for:
completely
responsible document and not a "mealy mouth effire it ignited. The chorus of bitter voices ed by the black militants and they chal- vided one
of the "Five Faces spectrum
of the rainbow.
fort"
to
white
wash the truth . . . As predicted Gov. Kerner
is coming from members of Congress, lenge the President to deal with them in 1'88".
These youngs proved them- 1. Union recognition with
who
dues
check-off
headed
the
Commission has received his federal judgefrom some mayors, from the racists who a way that will not deepen the frustra- Second, the face of a large selves good athletes. They 2. Higher
wages
ship,
Ed
Brooke
has stepped up his speaking tour and Roy
also
lift
the
segment
wistful
but not
of the Negro ministry
believe in white supremacy, and from tions which lurk in the ghettos.
.
3. Better Working conditions Wilkins
of Memphis flashed across too hopeless thought, that
can
now
go
back to his regular job of fighting racism
politicians who can use the report as a
But the cities are spending huge the screen of local perception. would be mighty fine, if they. 4. Uniform vacation period I every day.
Actually the Report was a shocker to white Amen5.
Pension
convenient means to arouse white back- sums of money on weapons and incident- Articulate and vocal Negro "catch fire" intellectually, and We further
but to the Brother, it was just another document
pledge our supita•
on a
burn as bright academically port and
lash.
al equipment in preparation of large ministers have with enthus- now
will influence friends condition he lives with every day.
and here-alter during'
iasm and without hesitation
and relatives to support the!
They are angry because the com- scale uprisings in the urban slums. lent tongue to the support of their scho ol days. . .highl co-ordinating committees'
reand college. The Negro commendatio
mission told the truth as it has never White America is yet unwilling to admit , the sanitary workers. They school
ns to:
has
proven
have
himself
in
also,
the
loaned
their feet
been tod before. Truth always hurt. that it is a racist society which is split- to m a rch. . .donated
from physical world of the athlete. 1. Please stay from down.'
ting
the
nation
into
opposing
two
!their collections. . -and gen- Now be needs more proof of town — no more shopping!
The sad thing about it is that despite the
intellectual pro w ess. And,(This
will
bring
pressure
urgency and gravity of the domestic camps — one black and one white — erally expressed moral sup- that's
the main objective of on the mayor and city council
'port to the sanitary workers.
separate
unequal,
and
as
the
report
sug- The
situation, it is unlikely that appreciable
vast majority have re- the schools. . or should be. to act). Don't shop at the
outlying center either!
changes in the scale or nature of the gests.
mained too long and too much
Bullets and gas masks and special in the background where com- And fifth, among the other 2. No new clothes for Eastcommission's recommendations will ocface among the "Five Faces
armored cars will not appease the wrath munity-wide social action is . . .'68, there is the composite er — we will wear old
cur.
clothes in sympathy with our
demanded from the Negro
face of the white segment of sanitation workers.
of the oppressed blacks nor will they populace. It is
maintained the Memphis population.
Racist-minded Dixiecrats like prevent violent
This 3. Stop both the Commereruptions in the ghettos. that even though the primary white
visage in "Five Faces cial appeal and the
George Mahon, chairman of the House
role
of
the
PressChristian
ministers
Those who condemn the report and
is being variously Scimitar. They
Is to lead his congregation in
Appropriations Committee and Wilbur
have
lied
described by the Negro part about the strike and have
its recommendations are like sick peo- the spiritual
not
aspects of their of the population.
Mills, chairman of the House Ways and ple who reject their physicians'
Some
see
helped to bring the right
diag- lives, it must not be forgot- only
face
the
of
one man. May- information to the communiMeans Committee, think that President noses and
Negro minister
refuse therapy. They don't ten
"Ilambone- is still a
has historically and tradition- or Henry Loeb. Others see ty
Johnson is exhibiting too much concern want to get well.
the laces of the "establish- feature in the commercial
Since Congress is not ally to do more
than this
for Negro welfare an dthe plight of the likely to set aside its prejudices and
great and necessary job. He ment", the "Power Struc- 1 appeal. Be sure to give your
ture", the business-men who
ghetto. They are therefore ready to de- face squarely
boy his share. Don't
its legislative responsibili- has always been the traditional own and run this town. Others paper
hurt him.
leader of the Negro. He has
flate any attempts at changing the negaty to the poor and their unrelieved an- been the "Voice tromboning see sympathetic white faces • In addition, we urge the
tive legislators' attitude toward the ur- guish, riots and
who understand the plight of mayor and city council to
more riots on an in- for God". He has been the the
sanitation
and take positive steps to bring I
ban crisis.
oreasingly more destructive character consoler i n t ragedy. .the wish the matter workers,
settled in the this matter to a just Ct111sharer in joys. . .the counselCongress is the rock on which the will continue to darken the American lor
right manner.
' slusion at the earliest possible
in education. . .the catalyst
date
Commission report was designed to landscape. The plain fact is that Ne- in civic development.
.the There could perhaps he a
advisor
during trouble. .the sixth face pointed out
break. For, if the sweeping recommen- groes are darn tired of poverty and dis. that HOWARD R RICHARDSON
Chairman l
dations are not to be merely accommo- crimination. They would rather die than man seeking peace during ra- of the NAACP leaders and
cial turmoil. Beting human others of the Negro community
DAN SUGGS
dating rhetoric or temporary palliatives, submit to the twin evil.
the minister is open to criticism ready to become involved.
Vice Chairman
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Negro Diplomat Quits

Is U. S. Ready For A Change?
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What's The Matter
With North Carolina

Sake Deeh
MARNE'',

1749 1851
BARBER,SURGEON, PHYSICAL
THERAPIST TO TWO KINGS OF
!ENGLAND:GEORGE X AND
ILLIAM X. EXPERT ON CHOLERA
AND MUSCULAR AILMENTS, HE
WAS PATRONIZED BY SOME OF
THE WEALTHIEST PEOPLE OF
HIS TIME AND DIED AT THE AeE
OF 10E, VERY RICH. MARRIED
AN ENGLISHWOMAN OF GOOD
FAMILY AND NAP IWO SONS,
ONE A NOTED PHYSICIAN, AND
THE OTHER AN EMINENT

By MARRY GOLDEN
I think it needs meet a change of attitudes, it needs a
change of attitudes to enter the 20th century, bordering on the
21st century.

The • Eastern part of the state is liberal on
economies and rigid on race; whereas the Pied- ELECPED TO BOARD — DI
mont is liberal on race and rigid on economics. Gardner Taylor, pastor of Con
They'd make Martin Luther King Mayor of cord Baptist Church, Brooklyn,
N.Y., and president of the
Charlotte tomorrow if somehow he could Progessive
National Baptist
promise no collective bargaining and laundry Convention, was recently elect
worker; would not receive a minimum wage. ed to membership on the
We need to repeal the Right-to-Work law. Board of , Trustees of Colgate
law reminds me of the day the French Rochester D v inity School
This
PREACHER.
Chamber of Deputies voted themselves out of Rochester, N.Y. The announce
office and then got up and cheered their vote.
was made by Dr. Gene
oomonii North Carolina loses $728 million dollars a year meat
Bartlett, president of the out
In payrolls because of its non-union shops.
standing Baptist seminary.
North Carolina needs an open housing law so that people
can live where they please if they can pay the rent and perform the minimum requirements of a civilized society.
Did you know that in North Carolina five Negro women
died in childbirth for every white woman who died in childbirth? Did you know that in North Carolina the infant mortality
rate is five and a half times greater among the Negroes than ,
among the whites?
"I distrust those who bear gifts."
Did you know that in North Carolina tuberculosis which is
14th as the cause of death among whites is second as a cause
TAMPA, Fla. — (UPI) —
of death among the Negroes?
into
What a waste of human resources this is! And this is a About 50 riot police moved
Negro district
Ave.
Central
the
world
height
of
the
greatest
prosperity
the
state
at
the
'civilized
!early Tuesday to break up a
has ever seen. This is not the result of any biology or science.
crowd of nearly 200 shouting.
TWO GRAMMY AWARD WINNERS
To the eternal credit of the South, during all this contro- lbottle-throwing Negroes protest
versy, not a single scientist, doctor, biologist, pathologist, has 1 ing alleged police brutality.
OF
stepped out of the University and justified segregation on biTROJAN
Helmeted police, carrying
WAR. HOMER,FAMOUS POET,COMoligical grounds,
bayonet-equipped shotguns, arplus Special Guest Stars
PARES Him wrrm uossEs,
Only the politicians have spoken, the politicians who have rested at least eight persons
GREATEST HE
AND SPEAKS OR
in
ofthemselves
a vested interest in this thing to perpetuate
before order was restored
fice.
about 3 a.m.. police said.
Central ave., which borders
The deaths are the result of discrimination and segregain poverty. On the Lower East Side of a hugh low-rent housing proand
life,
ghetto
in
tion
KING OF ETHIOPIA,WITH HIS
New York in the days of the sweatship many Jews contracted ject at the southern end of
IN CONCERT
tuberculosis. It was so endemic that we called it Jewish asthma, downtown Tampa, was the
of
rioting
of
four
days
scene
for
Denver
Jewish
Hospital
in
National
the
established
and
FRIDAY, MARCH
PROPERTY
asthmatics and the tuberculars. It is a disease of poverty, over- last June in which dozens of
were burned in seveRECORDS OF 1660,
poverty.
mostly
but
crowding,
HE IS
AS ONE OF THE ORIGINAL PATENTEES OF BOSWYCK....AS A
8:00 P.M.
ral
al pitched street battles with
PROPERTIED MAN, HE WAS THE
NEIGHBORS. THIS
We must change our attitude about federal government police and national guardsmen.
Officers said the disturbance
spending too much money. We hear that on all sides in North
MID-SOUTH
NEGROES.
Carolina from all our politicians. "Curb government spending." began shortly before midnight
when police went to Central
COLISEUM
What they have in mind, of course, is that $67.43 an unmarave. to arrest a Negro woman
ried Negro mother gets, that's what is worrying them.
on charges of public drunkness.
Send Si for 49-Page, 147 Illustrated FACTS ABOUT THE NEGRO (2nd
They certainly are not worried about the Social Security A crowd quickly gathered and * ALL.SEATS RESERVED
of a Series) to The Courier Book Club...31 3 E. Carson St., Pittsburgh,
check. or the old-age pension. As a matter of fact, North Car- began shouting -police brtiPa. 15219. Discounts on bulk orders.
olina has been a Federal preserve for the last thirty years. tality." The arresting officers ))t $2.00-3.00--4.00
called for help, and when addilike Yellowstone National Park except with people.
We get checks from the government every day: cotton tional police arrived, the crowd *,TICKETS ON SALE AT
check, peanut check, ARA check, soil bank, Social Security, began hurling bottles at them.
airports,
A squad of 25 city . and 25
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
l old-age pension check, veterans checks, checks for
roads, farm subsidies, checks for army camps, checks for county riot policemen were
& GOLDSMITH'S
school children's lunches, and as we get each check we cash then called to clear the streets
and
quell
and
outbreak.
big."
7 it and we say "the government's getting too
Police said one pawn shop
Only the Federal Government can handle these projects. on Central ave. was broken into
The state government surrendered this sovereignty in 1789 during the outbreak.
when they signed the Constitution of the United States. There's
WASHINGTON — (UPI —The no sovereign state in America. The Federal government is
Supreme Court has encouraged sovereign.
The ROTC Rifle Team of
' private civil rights suits against
Hamilton High School won
discrimination in restaurants
second place in the city small
and hotels by directing the 6O%
bore competition.
award of attorneys' fees to
The team included Cadet
the winning party in a South
First Lt. Carl Adair, team capCarolina case.
tain; Cadet First Lieuts. Jesse
In a brief, unsigned opinion,
Murphy and Brian Braswell,
the court found that Congress
Cadet Sergeant First Class
inserted the provision for legal
Herbert Denson and Cadet
fees in the 1964 Civil Rights
Staff Sergeant Sammie Doug- COMPLETES BASIC—Airman Act "to encourage individuals
las.
Charles A. Smith, son of Mr. to seek judicial relief." The
the
Coaching the team was Ser- and Mrs. Alex Smith of 3426 opinion was 8 to 0 with Justice WASHINGTON — Most of wage in manufacturing for
geant First Class Philip C. Margaretta rd., Memphis, has Thurgood Marshall abstaining. 500 Negro men arrested in last . Nation as a whole, the $120 was,
approximate
Casey, Sr., U.S. Army Retried. completed basic training at The ca se was brought by summer's Detroit riot — over well below the
Lackland AFB, Texas, and is three C o 1 urn b la Negroes 60 percent — blemed the dis- $150 average for the Detroit
Other winning teams were now assigned to Lowry AFB, against Piggie Park Enter- j order on police actions, dis- area last July.\
Frazier High School, which . Colo:, for schooling as a muni- prises, operator of five drive- crimination, lack of jobs or The
u n e mployment rate
placed first, and White Station tions specialist. He is a 1966 in establishments, and a sixth' poor living conditions.
among the prisoners, however,'
High School, which placed . graduate of Woodstock High restuarant in downtown Colum- Nearly 20 percent of those was 22 percent — about five
:
, bia.
school.
third.
De' questioned said they didn't times higher than for the
know what caused the distur- troit metropolitan area as a
' bance and only 2.9 percent of whole (4.5 percent).
the prisoners placed the blame The rate stood at 27 percent
on "agitators" or a "conspi- for 20 to 24 year olds and 33
percent for teenagers, although
racy."
These are major findings some of the hobless teenagers
of a survey conducted in thewa were presumably still attend- '
havior Research Institute of ing school.
Detroit under a contract with Of 267 prisoners age 25 or
the U.S. Department of Labor. over, 43 were unemployed.
The study reaffirms the re- Although the vast majority
port of the Natonal Advisory had jobs at the time of the
Commission on Civil Disorders not, one out of four prisoners
that the causec of racial dis- reporting "weeks lost by unorders are tied to a "massive employment" in the past year
#8 in a Jerk's
tangle" of social, economic, had lost 4 months or more.
political a n d phychological The interviews showed that
about one-third of the prisoners
matters.
More than three-quarters of were high school graduates.
the prisoners questioned — 76; but only about one in 10 had
the ,1 had a skilled job or one calling
expressed
—
percent
feeling that simialr disturbanc-1 for advanced education.
Among those prisoners over
es could be averted through:
Better jobs, housing, living, 25, nearly 20, percent had not
conditions, financial help and gone beyond the eighth grade.
education
(25.2 percent); morej More than half of the men
COME IN TODAY — ASK ONE OF OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN TO
justice, equality and decen over 25 were married and
treatment (20.9 percent): end- another 20 percent were either
SHOW YOU ONE OF THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN — MOST OF
ing
policy brutality and un- separated, divorced or widowed'
THE MANY TO CHOOSE FROM ARE STILL IN WARRANTY
Norbert Rillieux began life on a plan- that turned sugar cane juice into a finer
sympathetic police attitudes Over 40 percent of the pristation near New Orleans. He was a bright grade of sugar at about half the cost.The
(15.8 percent), and talk, reason oners had two or more chiland cooperation (14.1 percent) dren and more than half of
child and eager to learn. So his father, Rillieux Process was quickly adopted by
The survey shows that the those with at least two children
anxious that the boy receive a good ed- Cuban and Mexican sugar refineries and
typical person arrested was earned less than $120 a week.
ucation,sent him to Paris.
Norbert Rillieux was soon the most faAsked
how
Negroes
could
lust over age 30, a Detroit resiRillieux
quickly
lived
up
to
all
expecmous engineer in the state of Louisiana.
dent for 15 years or more and best go about getting civil
tations. He published several papers on
Several years later Rillieux returned to
a bluecollar worker in manu- rights, 7S.2 percent indicated
the
steam
engine
and
economy
and
its
France,
only to find Europeans comthrough
either
nonviolent
polifacturing averaging about $120
was soon an instructor at one of the fin- pletely disinterested in his new sugar
tical action, united action, edua week.
est Paris academies.
process. So,he turned to archeology and
While equalling the average cation or raising self-esteem.
Hiseducation and training behind him, spentten yearsdeciphering hieroglyphics.
Rillieux decided to return to the U.S. to
Eventually, Europe realized the value
put his talents to use.
of the Rillieux sugar process,and adopted
• BOB TABOR
•"NICK" BONNETTE
In the early 1840's sugar was manufac- it in its refineries. With renewed interest,
• R. D. WILLIAMS
tured by a slow,primitive method known Rillieux again turned to engineering; this
•J. P.(JAY) GUIDI
as the "Jamaica Train". This made it an time applying his process to the sugar
expensive luxury that only a few could beet. Results: Sugar production costs
afford.
were cut in half.
One day, Rillieux ran his fingers
Norbert Rillieux did for sugar what
OVER SO CLEAN USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM — COME IN
through a sm,a11 bowl of coarse,.brown Eli Whitney did for cotton.We may take
—
SELECTION
TODAY AND — MAKE YOUR
sugar,and felt sure that something could his invention for granted now, but each
be done to make it better and cheaper.
teaspoon of sugar that goes into our cup
AT YOUR No. 1 OLDSMOBILE DEALER
So he set to work.
of coffee should remind us ofthis ingenBy 1846 he had developed a process ious American.
THE NEW TRI-STATE

8 Persons
Arrested .In
Tampa Riot
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WMPS RADIO PRESENTS

BARD AND WARRIOR,
ONE
THE GREAT HEROES OFWAS
THE

*LOU RAWLS. YEAH!
THE 5th DIMENSION

HIS BLACK SKIN AND WOOLY HAIR.
OTHER NEGROES FOUGHT IN THE
TROJAN WAR,INCLUDING MEMNON,
TROOPS.

FRANCISRO,
A NEGRO, WAS ONE THE EARLIEST
OWNERS OF BROOKLYN,NEW YORK. IN THEOFCOLONIAL
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EQUAL OF HIS
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Hamilton Rifle
Team Wins
Second Place

Anti-BiasSuits
Encouraged By
HighiCourt
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Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans

OF THOSE ARRESTED

ales Blame Riot
n Detroit Police

850 POPLAR

ANDREWS OLDS PRICE BUSTERS

Norbert Rillieux (1806-1894)

He made all our lives
a little sweeter.

THESE COURTEOUS SALESMEN
HAVE SATISFIED OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS EACH
—IN SALES and SERVICE—

Subscription Order 1
New
1

1
Kindly solid me tho Tri-State/
i
i
1
i
Dofondor to addross below
1
your $6.00 Six months $3.50 11
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KENTUCKY STRAIGHT ROURTION

ANDREWS OLDSMOBILE
B

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT SOURSON WHISKEY 86 PROOF. THE OW

POPLAR • PHONE 5 2/ 5 5 3 1
I Street Address

Zeno No,
• Male

I Would you like to own this handsome sculptured bust of Norbert Rillieux? It's 8" tall, made of
I I antique bronze cast stone, and carries the complete Rillieux story. It costs $5.00 (which is what It
I costs us). Send check Of r lenity order to: Old Taylor, Box 4865,Grand Central Ste,N.Y.,N.Y.10017.
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So sorry we missed thc
the families.
Julia Wilmore, Dot Evans soiree of Carl and Pauline
and Elsie Thomas will be Baysinger in their new home
typing up letters to other or-I on Eastmoreland. We always
ganizations urging hem to enjoy their hospitality. This
also make contributions to time they were entertaining
the families via COME. Sir William Martin Viscount
And speaking of C.O.M.E., of the London Ballet and Linwe thought the quote with da di Bona of the Boston Civic
which we began our column Ballet
was most appropriate for the
efforts the ministers are making in behalf of the workers.
Lets give them our wholehearted financial support and
I !li
give aid to the families.
11
And
while ,we're talking
about aiding the families of
0.10the Sanitation Workers, we
received this little ditty in the
ERMA LEE LAWS
mail, • "In Chi Town. my
"LAYMEN — Preachers
Walker. Ike Watson, Johnnie town, .in the roaring twenties,
and laymen are each rowand Josephine Williams, Thom- They had oirTigh made cars.
ing different oars, but they as and Vivian Willis, Julius and everything
was plenty.
are both in the same boat.
and Aline Isabel, and club Then came the frightening
Mrs. Sarah Miller was the
When only one oar is beguests Jack and Mary Roberts. crash, and the bans went hostess when members of the
ing pulled, there is a lot
Other members of the boom. The whole Windy City Shamrock Socialites met at
of splash but no progress. Sportsman guild are Ernest was shrouded with
gloom. the Waldorf recently. Plans'
Let us see that both oars
Abron, Johnnie Arnold, Harry So the plush gaudy era from were made for the annuall
are being pulled. We are
Cash. Arthur Flowers. John the scene it went, and the Fashion and Cocktail party.
facing great problems and (i am mon. I-LA. Gilliam, C.O. new found rich were • faced
must work them out toHorton. H.H. Johnson. H.T. with paying their rent. They A lovely birthday gift was
gether, each with confiLockard, A.A. Latting. Robert had to come up with some presented to Mrs. Bernice
dence in the other, each
Mebane. B. G. Olive. Jr., thing, so what did they do? Rogers. A delicious menu was
with love for the other.
Ernest Pay ne. E.E. Rankins. "Well, what they did was enoyed by the members.
and each unselfishly thinkFrederick
Rive rs, Arthur really nothing new. So the
rolyn B Broome, Renee
Queen of 1968, and one
22. Seated from left are
Members present were Mrs. FUTURE, NURSE CONing of the generations to
Vaught. Lam rence
Westley. ' brothers thought it sensible Elizabeth Reams, Mrs. Thelma
TESTANTS — These seven
Ware, Debris Cauley and
may be crowned during
Bentley,
Misses V i vian
come, with less thought
A.W. Willis and Harold Wha- to try it out too. Twas a
high school seniors have
Debris Dixon. Not shown
the Future Nurses Ball
Evelyn Scott and JoAnn
Hall,
Mrs.
Corene
Garrett,
Mrs.
for ourselves."
lum.
house rent party. Now am I Dorothy Pickens,
entered the contest for
at the Sheraton-Peabody
is Miss Geraldine Beach.
McKinney. On back row,
Mrs. BerRoger Babson
Chi Eta Phi Futurama
from left, are Misses Ca'Twas a setting in Erin . shocking you? Do you know nice Rogers, Mrs. . Priscilla
on Friday night, March
POTPOURRI
OF
THE across the sea when Velma what a house rent party's all Burke and Mrs.
Etta Mae
- BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE . . . Lois Jones and yours truly about? A Saturday night shin- Flowers.
• The We Moderns kicked up feted our pals in Les Girls dig so they will not put you
their heels Friday night at Saturday evening in the "pent- out. When one puts his life's
Mrs. Clifton O'Neal, Sr., is!
their formal in Club Rose- house** of the Lorraine Motel. savings in a piece of land president of the club.
wood. Glamor gal hostesses The attractive room which af- and strikes to work with digThe next meeting will be
at the frolicsome hop acre fords an intimate atmosphere nity, you can het he's all held in the home of Mrs.
-, Mine Blackwell. Marjorie Brit ' of privacy and seclusion was man. 'Tis the SanOation Work- O'Neal's.
tenum, from Holly Springs, decorated with Leprechauns, ers the party will benefit.
Exciting and busy moments, Modern
dancing will
be
she had out of town gueslaa shamrocks. pipes and tall With the SOUL FOOD menu,
prevail for Zetas and -Miss another feature directed by
the H.B. Bells from Dallas: green hats. The decorations, mortgage money we shall get.
Blue
Revue" contestants!Miss Alice Turner. A group
summer. as plans are being completed from
School
in
Emily Hayes, Virgie Ingaam. the pretty green frocks worn Now conic and don't let this
A Northside High School sen- Bible
Stafford
School
will
Lula Lee, Cherry Miller, her, by the colleens plus intoxi- invitation lay around. Go back
ior is one of eight students seek- . Among her hobbies are play- for
afternoon
cultural appear.
an
to
musical
instruments
guests Hesse and Willie Ross catingly beautiful and deliciand event. A
the roaring twenties and
ing the title of "Miss Future ing
F a shion-Musicale
from
pals in "Blue Music and Mods" to The "Heat Waves" an inH u ntsville. Alabama, ous frozen daiquiris set the pretend it's Chi Town."
p en
to
Nurse" in a contest sponsored writing
, were having a ball: Johnnie mood for the fun and games The party lasted
by the Beta Chi chapter of other states.
be presented Sunday. April tegrated young aggregation of
until the
talented musicians, promoted
Bell Robinson, Mary Steak,. that folloa ed.
Chi Eta Phi Sorority, Inc.
wee hours- of the next morning
"I hope to attend the Univer- 7 at 5 p.m. in Bruce Hall
by Harry Winfield, will high.Itirta Taylor. Frances Walker The
which
LeMoyne
College.
of
Michigan,
Branch,
was
of
sity
•
Flint
Sunday and the
Miss Vivian Armelda Bentley
proverbial luck of the
light
the musical portion ol
:
a and Wilda Woods.
The annual Installation Tea is one -of-the girls seeking the or Morris Brown College in At- Patrons will be treated to a
Irish was with Evie Horton. topic of the conversation was
the program. Other numbers
4Lnd on the same night 'Fri- Dot Evans, Marie Bradford, the succulent neckbones which of the Twelve Matron Social title and the scholarship which lanta, there attending theitiil highly e n tertaining
variety will he rendered by the con- State Sportsman Club acre Elsie Branch. Joyce Pinkston. a guest with an Eastern back- Club will be held on Sunday, will accompany the crown of ing school affiliated with the program
with
proceeds to testants.
holding their annual %Old game Julia Wilmore. Maria Pink- ground concluded were real- March 24, from 4 to 7 p.m. the winner at the ball to be college," she said.
benefit
Alpha
Zeta
Eta
dinner at the Top Hat and ten. E.% elyn Robertson. De- ly a delicac
and could be Mrs. James A. Barber will held in the Continental Ball- "Upon graduation. I hope to Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta
Tails Clubhouse. Howard Pink- lure, Law
and
Fund
Modean eaten with a !Obster fork. serve as installation officer.
;•ooni of the Sheraton-Peabody become a regsitered nurse. Sororit 's Scholarship
ston was awarded the G.W. Thomason who non the prizes Can't you just see soul food
working • two
or and Ey eglass Project. Mrs.
An enjoyable afternoon is from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m. Fri- probably
Stanley 'Ish Memorial Award an inflatable pillow for Milady being served wider glass in
day night, March 22.
three years in the Peace Rosetta Peterson is General
for being the most outstanding. to luxuriate in the tub, be- some of those posh places? promised to those who attend,
Corps,
and afterward in one Chairman and Mrs. Carlotta
Bentley
Northside,
Miss
sportsman in the club. Julius jeweled bottle openers, key That'll be a glorious day! The he tea, along with pleasant At
instrumentalof
City of Memphis Hos- Watson is Co-chairman.
the
has triple majors of science.
Isabel made the presentation chain with flashlight, fancy party netted about $200 dol- surprises.
"
rid
Bentley
M
ay
issuiB
ghet,
said.
Competition is keen among
Pitaisi
and
mathematics
while Joyce blushed with wife- gold note paper, collapsible lars. Why don't you and your
winning thirteen lovely high school
Mrs. Frankie Williams is music, and double minors of On
ly pride as her other half ac- hand mirror, fancy matches, organization try it? The gals
Contestant will receive a schol- girls
r e p resenting
several
cepted the trophy.
a travel kit and a lint brush. can bring their own cuisine president of the club, and Mrs. foreign languages and social
arship
for nursing and will be high schools in the Memphis
Mode7:n \vas ecstatic about specialities and the fellows Marlene Davis secretary.
Attacking the menu of
Phi FAtiii- area. Cash scholarship awards
thueeen
m ad Q
rta 1968
ChifoE
curr
oawne
She_.is the daughter of Mr. t
Hides That GRAY
smothered quail in wine sauce. her Christina, gift. a hand: their own bottles, get to a
will , be given the winning
Bentley.
and
Fred
Mrs.
central
nd
place
same
and then buy
handmade leather pockThe
Lasting Way
• 'Tnast pheasant with rice dresslives with her mother who is other contestants will be pre- contest.uu to be crown "atiss
11. just 17 lowiretes
ing, barbecued venison. ro:!st. et hook from Velma. Really their own food all for the
Blue
Rev
ue"
tokens
at
given
and
the
and
seated
the
two
at
home
. . . even
air eloyed as an aide at the
'coon \N h sucet
potatoes. it wasn't a slip of the pen. cause of the sanitation workdull, faded hair berunner-ups. Proc eeds are
ball.
Hospital.
ers.
Toss
Memorial
Crump
it
—
E.H.
we
around
did
comes
smoked wild turkia , young
mean Christmas.
yourger looking.
and come
eso
sorority
arnoru
uitayl have
e derived from patrons and addark and lustrous, radiant
flithe
de thes boa
At Northside. Miss Bentley
wild pia. barbecued rabbits. Savoring a dinner of fried up with sonic finances, love.
with highlights. STRAND
vertisements
in
a
Sou,
anir
made
is a member of Las Dames
Hair Coioring won't rub off
string beans, wild rice. crab chicken, baked potato with Chestine Cowan was hostess
as
well
as ator wash out. Safe with perject to raise funds for young Program
Social club, the
apples, tossed -reen „d ad sour cream, cheese ala crum- to the Flamingo Bridge group
manents,too.Try STRAND.
ternational or Foreign Lan. women interested in nursing. tendance subscriptions_
- molded
cr a nb erry
salad, pled bacon, French green beans. and her prizes were gay colorONLY 98*
Members
sorority
are
the
of
ed
A sneak preview of chapcera ivies which went to
guage Club. the Tri-M's (Mohot garlic bread and dessert spiced peach, a relish tray,
COMPLETE—
The hoard of directors of dern Music Masters) and the asking the public to help make eaux to be , seen in the
at caeca and rookies with ho! rolls. and dessert of Irish Jessie Pilesley, Mary RobertNOTHING
Children's Bureau last week hand where she plays ,,the the ball a success on Friday Easter parade and couture
ELSE TO BUY
‘erve and gti,lo were Winia m Collet. and lemon jubilee cake son. and Wilma Campbell.
begin
unanimously
to
voted
Other
night.
fashions for soring and stun.
members of the bridge
B-flat clarinet.
Paaker. the president: Taylor were
I icien
Cooke, Sarah
STRAND HAIR COLORING
and Francc,
Arthur Chandler. and Gloria Lindsey. set hal ing a gay time were preliminary work toward the She is a member of the Information about the hall mer will be shown by Unis
es
Choice of 5 natural shades:
Baptist may be obtained from any of Memphis. Narration and
Zion
Mt.
a Lap and Mirth,, Ilf olio. tier- Besides having a fun-filled Eleanor Currie, Vera Clark, establishment of the city's. first Greater
Jet Black—Black—Dark Brown
aid and \, ,,c;; Ht}v
Sam ovcrim .,; Les Girls voted out Bertha Dillard, Ada Jackson, non-sectarian, private adoption church where she is a member registered nurse, or 'by calling modeling will be coordinated
Medium Brown —Light Brown.
Ask for it at your druggist.
Johnson. Theron
of the Young Women's As- Miss Selena Watson. publicity by Miss Eunice Carruthers,
an I
Nell S51i.00 to COME. to aid the Reo Jackson. Warliese Horne, service.
,
.owner of the shoppe.
Northcross. Charles Pinkston, families of our striking sani- Fannie West. and Vera Ste• ciation and teahces in the;chairman, at 942-1274.
SO
after
came
The board action
. Oscar and Annie Simpson. tation workers!. Gladys Reed, \ enson
recomCHIT CHAT .
. Cortez exhaustive study of a
her culinary artistry was on the lone absentee, was very
mendation from a Health and,
display; Oscar
Jewel ocal in her approval of the Martin's uncle. Dr. Huerta
and
Plainglig:Cntincil study
Speight, Maceo and Harriett disbursement of the funds to Cortez Neals, a cardiologist' Welfare
from Jersey City. New Jer- group.
sey was a consultant at the
Presently, the Department
career
program
at
Corry
Welfare, Baptist
Jr: High .where Cortez teach- of Public
Peter's
es. While here the handsome Children's Home, St.
Jewish'
the
Orphanage
and
instructor at the Medical Center in New Jersey stopped 1 Service Agency make all the ,
agency placements of children
' with Cortez and John.
homes.
Jewel
Hulbert spent the into adoptive
week-end down in Baton Rouge Last year, that totaled almost
' visiting Aline and Dr. Felton
170 placements. In addition,
Clark in the Presidential Manwere
some 65 placements
sion on the campus of Southmade inde pendently. The
ern University,
Health and Welfare Planning
Phyllis
Y v onne
WORLD'S GREATEST
Atv%ater, Council says the high number
daughter of the Rev. and Mrs.
independent placements inICE SPECTACULAR
Jeff D. Atwater is taking ,part of
need for a non, in the Vassar Medieval Semi- dicates the
agency for Protes- ,
nar in France during their setcarian
Baptists.
23rd EDITION
011Ie
'I fifteen day spring vacation. tants other than
She's a ,Manassas grad.
Children's Bureau is an ,
agency of Shelby United Neigh,
g
bors, and ultimately, both orOF '68
ganizations must approve all
arrangements before the new
adoption service will become
a reality.
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Zetas Are Planning
E.
iglu Seeking Title
For Fashion-Musicale
At 1utiire Nurses Ball

12 Matrons

P.ivate Adoption
Service Paned
F07 Mem hi-

14 No. Main
At Court
527-3619

ANNIVERSARY SALE
100% HUMAN HAIR

. Falls

7 fabulous Productions

18"- $3995
21"- $5995

WHAT IS

RONNIE ROBERTSON
W•rld's arest•if Skater

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT: Coliseum. All,
Memphis Sears Stores Ik Sears in Jackson,
Tenn.. and Jonesboro. Ark., Goldsmith's Central Ticket Agency.

.for Information on Spocial Group Rotes

Call 275-7300
MAIL ORDER APPLICATION

11] Fr,. Mar. 29, 5.00 p.m.avn , Ater 31, 430 alto
Juniors, venter le, IntN anat. Stn. 240
0,4
towissiml ts chsck
asepopy ortlor_in 0,, on:oont of
octets
ond/o.
*Ann,
each fee performances chocked. Mot* chock potable
$aint of $
I, Notidoy en ko end Aiwa *HA stansped seltotteltswie semis", is
swam, on k., Mod-So0111 Coliseum, Potiretonds,
311104.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

SOUL?

Why has the idiom "soul"
suddenly taken on a new
and startling significance?
What is the real meaning of
the fast-growing soul movement in America? Now,
ESQUIRE Magazine, in 12
SKIN
pages of pictures and text,
brings you all the provocative facts behind the soul
SKIN
phenomenon. Discover in
PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT.ESQUIRE the true motivating
Relieves Itching, Scaling and
forces that cause the lanIrritation of Psoriasis.
guage and temperament of
Ii.,13
0. COMPARE
ONLY
C ECONOMY NOTHING FINER
soul. See the motion and
AT ANY PRICE
sat
sounds of soul. Learn who
GET HEAD-TO-TOE PROTECTION
Hit the deep acting foamy medicat,on
the soul heroes are. Underof "SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP. It beauty
bathes whire a fights germs that often
stand the style, and rules
aggravate persotrat.on odors. .makes
YOU $urit you're rt.Ge to be near.
of soul. Also, find out in
PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP.
ESQUIRE, which leaders of
our society really have soul
and which do not. For a
dramatic, penetrating report on soul from funky to
nitty-gritty and from diddybop to red beans and rice,
don't miss April ESQUIRE
Now On Sale.

The
Fantastic
New

IRRITATED

99

Anniversary Special
Shortie Wigs 1995
SEE US FOR EXPERT
STYLUNG $350

Si
Mei
sti
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Near° Seabee Raps Bias In Viet Ham
CHICAGO
against one. He said they have
A young Chicagoan now servalso been told that Negroes are
ing with the Seabees in Cam
only "well trained monkeys"
Ranh Bay, Viet Nam, warned
whose tails had been cut off so
that a race riot would break out
they can wear their uniforms.
in the war zone if U.S. Army of"When we were in the States,'•
ficials "didn't take steps to halt
with the Seabees at Market enemies . . . the Viet Cong, and resturants run by Viet Nam he recalled, "we saluted Old
racial segregation" in that coun-1 Time
Naval Base, according the Vietnamese and the Negro people are reluctant to serve Glory each morning. Now we
try.
to his mother who still resides hating white servicemen in his!Negroes and do not attempt don't ever see an American
black
of
the
"The hatred
at the above address said the own ranks . .
to hide the fact that Negroes flag, only a Vietnamese flag and
man here is nothing but sabo- Negro is "discriminated here" "Whitey has lost no time in
are not wanted."
a Confederate flag."
tage," says 24-year-old Barry as much as he is in Mississippi teaching the Vietnamese to Barry said
that on his base,
Blackstone.
"NigWright, 8919
or Alabama.
hate Negroes," Barry says. the , Vietnamese civillians have Barry said Confederate flags
ger go home," white soldiers In a taped letter to Mrs. "Although they can't speak
been taught that the color of a are flown everywhere, on U.S.
are saying, "Nigger go home." Wright, young Barry explained English, they can say Nigger
black
man's skin is "dirt" and government vehicles a n d in
Wright, who is now attached that the N
Negro soldierin quite c1early.
will rub off on them (Vietna- barracks. "Racial hatred has
Viet Nam is facing three "In .the villages, the bars{ mese) if they touch one or rub grown to the point where we
never know whether we will get
a bullet in the head from a
Viet Cong or in the back from
a whitey," he says.
Barry explained that in the
barracks, the washrooms are
"crude" and on the walls are
inscribed such things as "Nigger go home." He said, "It's
DES MOINES Iowa — (UPI) to white folks than to us if he Gregory, who says he is run- .even written in the halls and
— Comedian Dick Gregory said were elected."
ning for President, said he was on doors.
it would be in the best person- "White folks know if Wallace
"This hatred is nothing but
in the 16th day of a 40 day sabotage. The enemy
al interests of George Wallace
were President it would ruin fast. He said he also has vow- that nothing can defeat an
not to be elected president.
Gregory said the former Ala- American trade with Africa," ed not to get a haircut, not to army with more precision than
bama governor would "be kill- Gregory told a news confer- 1 shave, not to wear anything inner strife. What could be
ed before his inauguration." ence. He said this would stop but work clothes, and to quit more devastating than an allout race riot in Viet Nam? We
"It would be white folks the import of such goods as
smoking until the Vietnam war hope that the officers and comnot Negroes," Gregory said. chocolate and a white Hershey
is ended.
manders, in charge can detect
"Wallace would do more harm bar would never sell."
this and use preventive measures because if something isn't
BARRY WRIGNT
done, and quickly, there will be
a race riot over here in the

Says Confederate Flags Flying
In Most Barracks, U.S. Vehicles

Wallace Would Be Killed
If Elected; Gregory Says

CANDLEPOWER NOT CANDLELIGHT, IS
THE MAIN CONCERN of Evelyn Simon, at
least during working hours. Mrs. Simon, a
product development engineer for Chrysler
Corporation, designed and developed the
large hinged ball (she calls it a spherical
photometer) shown above which she uses
for measuring candlepower of light bulbs
used in the various Chrysler-built cars and
trucks. By placing a bulb Inside the sphere
and then closing the hinged halves, it .is
possible to measure precisely the candle-

power of the bulb being tested by means
of a photocell which catches the ray of light
from a small hole in the sphere. The
measurements enable Mrs. Simon and
other Chrysler engineers to make certain the
bulbs used in Chrysler-built ears and trucks
meet the legal and safety requirements
specified for each bulbs' use. The holder
of a masters degree in physics from the
University of Pittsburgh, Mrs. Simon has
been with Chrysler Corporation since 1964.

PROFESSOR SAYS:

24 Girls Will Model
Riots
Fashions At Lester

A

Have Changed
Us Permanently

Sewing teens will use "Tape a s dresses with three arm Measure Fashion" as a yard- holes join the skirts to wrap
stick for wardrobe planning on up sportswear fashions.
DES MOINES, Iowa—Whites 'tics so that Negroes may be
March 27, at Lester High
school. Twenty-ofur students Smart girls learn quickly and Negroes will continue in beneficially absorbed into the
will model new pattern sizes that wardrobe coordination is conflict because no one gives larger society as productive
and fashion shape. Miss Ham- the key to stretching the cloth- lup power willingly, a Univer- and responsible citizens."
rick, Educational Stylist for ing budget. "Measure, Stitch sity of Michigan consultant
Caplan warned of an inSimplicity Pattern Company, and Switch" proves the point. to the President's Commission
will commentate the presenta- A brown suit with a bonus pant- on Civil Disorders said here creasing polarization of white
and black communities, addtion which is planned to meet skirt and a white dress and recently.
ing: "In the aftermath of
the fashion needs of high jacket ensemble start the tally.
Dr. Nathan S. Caplan, who 't the riots, . we have so tar
school girls.
Add stripes for a coat and
CONFEDERATE FLAG
checks for a dressy suit. Many studied conditions in riot-torn seen little by way of construcDress pattern tor every type ! wardrobe wonders can be Newark and Detroit, said that tive effort to improve condiwar zone."
of figure make it easy and fun calculate form this careful the Negro will continue to tions in the ghetto and even
Prior to Barry's assignment
struggle for human rights and less by way of establishing
to "Snap into Shape." The snap- planning.
in Viet Nam, he was attachsocial justice.
significant commun ication
piest dresses of the season
ed to the Seabees here. Two
bridges or the building of;
feature miles o stripes, mil- Turquoise sets the "Social
Whether that struggle will better social
years ago during the riots,
relations between
lion of flowers, or marvelous Dress Rule" that is measured be peaceful
Barry established a construcbright solid. Vivid pink and for many moods and color ther society depends on whe- white and black communities"
recognizes
tive
platform for Negro soldiers
"the
brilliant yellow rule the newest combinations. For a sophisti- almost
Linda Faye Mosby. Mur , that soon afterwards became
shoulder their share of
cated tent dress, team it with sources untapped human re- He called attention to what CHALLENGED TO NURSof color schemes.
in the black communi- he
freesboro, Tenn., president a nation wide rallying cry . .
the responsibility ot make
lime green.
termed f
"erroneous ES — Miss Alma Gault,
ty for the good of all" and,
of the school's Student "We don't burn, we build."
the world a better place in
right, former dean of the
interpretations
of
riot
"Green and White Dimenevents'
whether
n
e found that might tend
"He's a different man, now,"
Nursing Association. They
Chatting
with
which
to
live.
Van'
Nursing,
of
School
sion" gauge the important of A soft, feminine look comes for whites and
to
create
Negroes
to
reception
'
says
Mrs. Wright, ''He's angry
"surDoroare
seen
at
a
Miss
Gault
are
Miss
into
play
when
turquoise
tafto
speaker
guest
night
"panic
in
dressfor
the
white communibright white otuches
vive in conflict while simulfollowing the candlelight- and frustrated and he doesn't
thy Coley, acting director
student nurses last week
ty":
es Collar and cuffs, belts and feta is covered with airy white taneously
working
together
ing service.
want to remember his slogan
of the nursing program at
and challenged them to
braid of white sparkle on lace for the baby doll look. toward the
achievement
of
Miss
now."
in
a
Elegance
is
summed
up
Tennessee
State,
and
mselves
to
t
h
e
prepare
prints.
1.
The intensity and extent
spring green solid and
constructive goals."
of the riots were grossly exagFit and Flair shape the sil- long gown of white brocade
a
fashturquoise
satin
for
houette with perfect propor- and
We must develop — and gerated, Caplan said. Damage
ion look from head to toe.
tion.
quickly — a tolerance for estimates at the peak of the
conflict, including riotE, Cap- rioting ranged up to $1 bib
"Fit for Fun" sizes-up ideas This "Tape Measure Fash- lan said in an address at lion, but now are estimated at
Gracie Alexander Lewis.in the Nor th
Memphis
for maxi sportswear in mini ions" presentation includes the Drake University.
no more than $50 million, he
worker , Community. She was presiwell known social
and
grooming
imoprtant
of
pant
lengths. Jumpsuits and
said.
with YWCA died at William dent of Alpha Pi Chi Sorodresses p 1 a y-up hardware,poise as well as the challenge The Negro cannot be in a
rity.
Bowld Ho spital. Born
m l
touches on flag bright pr1nts 1 of creativity. The students at no win" situation, he ex- 2. The amount of violenco
Danville, Virginia, Mrs.1 Mrs. Lewis also belonged
that signal fashion success.1 Lester High school are sure to plained, because riots have perpetrated by Negroes was Members of the Pal's Social ison, parliamentarian.
today's fashion changed the country
Lewis
moved to Memphis!to The National Association
The wrap-around game has measure-up
"To
Win
motto
is
club's
I
The
third
their
perma- miniseule. compared to the Club made plans for
in
1960
and
was named of Social Workers Commitmore players than ever before'in every way.
nently "Riots ha ve made it violence exhibited by law en- annual Fashion Show during a and Keep Friends is to be One.'
Area Prog ram
Executive tee on Race and Religion.
obvious that this country, forcement agencies, the speak- meeting held at Tony's Inn reof the Memphis YWCA. She She was supervisor of
which has permitted, racism er insisted.. Almost all riot cently.
worked with the Oatis Manor . Detached Workers and Youth
for so long, can no longer victims were Negroes, killed The fashion show on the
Senior and Junior Y Teens Service.
depend upon racism to con- by white agents of the law. theme. -Flight Into Spring,"
trot, and by that I mean often unnecessarily, he de- will be given at the Sarah B.
suppress, the desire of ,the dared. Caplan said only about Brown branch of the YWCA on
American Negro for full par- 10 per cent of the Negro area Sunday. March 31, from 5 to
Mrs. Tyrone Jones' and chil- A graduate of Peabody High
ticipation
in society."
attending,
residents over age 15 partici- 7 p.m. Mrs. Alma Evans
bride
is
the
school,
Jones,
Bendel
and
dren, Sherry
at
pated as rioters.
Tennessee
University
of
the
will narrate the fashion show.
are here from St. Louis, Mo.,,
Caplan, a program associate
Proceeds from the affair will . WASHINGTON — A reduction
visiting her parents, the Bar- Knoxville.
in the University of Michi- 3. The typical
the club's Christmas in average weekly hours, cornbenefit
relatives.
rioter
was
netts, and other
Institute for
Social not "riff-raff, illiterate, new tol charity fund drive.
Mr. Gentry is a graduate gan's
bined with the continued rise
Research and
Miss Evon Barnett has re- of Rosenwald High school and of the recent author of part the city, or unassimilated in Officers of the club were in- in consumer prices, caused a
repo
on
e
urban life," Caplan continued. stalled recently during a serv- further decline in the purchasturned home from Memphis is now a student at the Mid- ; President's
Commission
on "Compared to his neighbor ice in the home of Mrs. Clara ing power of the Nation's workafter some time in the clinic. State Medical Academy in
suggested
Ci •
•
who did not riot, the rioter Harris of 3187 Alta rd. Mrs. ers between December and Jan-I A former Memphian, Roose- the statements of President
She will have a birthday in Nashville.
basic ways Of dealing with was somewhat
better educated- Ruth Ware installed officers. uary, the Department of La- velt Ratliff, is teaching his Johnson, S e n ator Edward
May, and we wish for her a I
, problems posed by Negro he was
more likely to be a They are Mrs. Christine Ma- bor's Bureau of Labor Statis- history class at Booker T. Brooke, H. Rap Brown and
happy one.
rioting,
lifelong resident of the riot lone, president; Mrs. Lois tics has annetunced.
Washington High School in the North Little Rock poMrs. Lela Landis has been
city he was politically more Brown, vice president; Mrs.
Tulsa, Okla., about black lice chief about riots.
first,
The
he
said,
is
a
kind
Because of a decrease in
dismissed from the Gibson i
of "custodial" solution as In aware of the world about him,Barbaris Stallworth, secretary; average weekly hours from power, and so far there has
Hospital. Although ,
General
the case of the American • • • and somewhat better Mrs. Willie F. Wade, assistant 38.2 to 37.6. gross weekly earn- been no controversy about it. i He said, "Oppressed people
do not riot as long as their
much improved, Mrs. Jossie'
with
conventional secretary.
Indians. He called this a identified
ings dropped from $10310 to
Mr. Ratliff is the son of l situation seems hopeless. But
Ganaway is still in Gibson
Mrs. Clara Harris, treasurer; $103.40, for a 50-cent decline.
"frightening
possibility
ssibility, but American values."
General.
Mrs. Mary V. Echo!, business This occurred despite a 3-cent;Roosevelt Ratliff of 1392 Rich- when there is a glimmer
my view a very real 3ne."
1
4.
Riots arc not caused by manager; Mrs. Bettye Grant, increase in average hourly, mond, one of the city's,of hope, they begin to fight
popular barbers.
Funeral services for Mr.
for their rights."
The second avenue is through outside i n fluences, Caplainl chaplain; Mrs. Hattie Gregory, earnings from $2.72 to $2.75.
held last
e y o
social
WilMrs.
chairman;
development
—
"the
concluded.
They
are
publicity
the
reThe 2 4 - y ear-old teacher' By teaching Negro history,
week at the First Baptist.
application of change-produeing 1 suit conditions "endemic" to liam Patterson, social commitwas the subject of a feature he hopes to give his pupils
Church. He died in McKinzie,
procedures to alter indivi-'the ghetto, he said.
1 tee, and llifrs. Magnolia Johnstory in the Tulsa Tribune knowledge about a subject
Tenn., after several weeks illV
during the recent celebra-, he
learned
nothing
ness.
about
A work camp trip is being
tion of Negro History Week. I while a student in Memphis,
.
.
platmed for 15 student volunon
.
and which he became acMr. Lynn Morris passed
As he tells his students
March 7 in Memphis Veterans g
'I quainted with while a student
t ;s ntea Maleenvtille!'reIttsn.1,
black
power
has
nothing
at Alabama State College in
Hospital. The funeral was held during the college's spring
whatsoever to do with riotRAP BROWN
Yours in Revolution,
!cell, on Death Row.
Montgomery. He sometimes
at Sanders Funeral Home
brake, March 24-30.
H. RAP BROWN POMPANO BEACH, Fla. — 1 ing.
sends materials home to his
arrests
of
The
deaths
and
Our
only
redress
of
grieMrs. Beulah Craig of Toledo, The trip is under sponsorship
(UPI)— Fred Valentine drove' "The term has been ex- " sisters on the subject,
Ohio, sister of Mrs. Lucy Her- of LeMoyne's Student Chris- 1968 signals more than ever vance is through Revolution.
in four runs with a home run ploited," he explains. "Black I After
g on
ris and daughter of Mrs. Joule. tamn Fellowship, of which Dave'the resounding denial of hu- No government is worth more
and two doubles Tuesday to power to me means voting the subject of uprisings, he
than
humanitr.
are
Tyrant's
Ganaway, is at the bedside of Dickbernd, a faculty ministerial man rights by . this country,
— black voting — it means
Senators
Washington
the
lead
said these are the liersons
her mother and visiting other intern from St. Lous, is advisor.' Murder and human bondage{ to be made accountable for
in a 7-1 rump over the Atlanta the power of self-determina-, involved in bloodshed: bitter
.
relatives here.
made justice the afterbirth tyranny.
tion,
having
a
fair
share
Braves.
racist s, "have-nots" bent
Mr. Dickbernd said the stu- of America's immoral con- When the courts are no
in the economy."
Mrs. Fannie Gannaway and dents will spend three days eeon
on getting something, young
t
o
the
nature
his
third
ti
True
Among
Epstein
stein
hit
Mike
—
0,
COLUMBUS,
or
longer
an
instrument
of
her husband, and Mrs. Easter building a fence around a playPeople
angered at parents,
Him
classroom
is
considerthe
as
ring
murder
of
the
spring
through
graduated
homer
birth
of
P
its
•
who
students
Williams were here from De- ground and repairing a library and slavery, America's only for the people, the people must the 947
pacifists
alarmed at pollee
game
ed
the
only
one
in
Tulsa
third
won
their
University
Senators
then become lawmakers and from Ohio State
troit for the funeral of Mrs. in a tutoring center,
offspring has been tyranny. lawmakers and law-enforces. Friday was one individual who in a row and third straight in which the race riots of brutality, persons caught up
,Emma Hill.
recent y e a rs have been in emotional hysteria, harden' Two other days will be spent
was told by some that she over the Braves.
If it pleases the court
ed criminals -and the: men.
traveling
and
visiting
t
in
other
given
close scrutiny."
who
really
violates
the
codes
comnever
would
Mrs. Zonie Mae Clark is
Your country cheers for thee; probably
, Sandy Valdespino homeredi His students have read tally ill.
plete a college education.
visiting relatives and friends projects
. of the Delta Ministry, of justice? Justice upon which, my people are dying
for Atlanta's only run. The
es .
all "laws" should be fabricatIn Chicago.
blow came off Washington
my
peers
to
thee;
Giving
country
has
This
shown
ed?
confined
Handicapped with polio since starter and winner Joe ColeErnest Danner is
/
that her "laws" are not based
my people are dying
to his home because of illness.
she was 15, Jean E. Williams,'man, and Valdespino also got 1C001
— people tsars to see;
on justice: they are based on M
i
1112 Lexington Ave., was on the only other hit off Coleman
• Miss Dovie Bobbitt, daughter
Political perspective and alleSt.
ceremonies
in
band
at
the
.
in five innings — a double, In
of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bobbitt, is
giance d e t ermines human our people are dying
John Arena to receive her 12 exhibition innings, Coleman! DETROIT — When a buyer has been accepted by buyer*
I patient at the Gibson General
rights. The Courts are a tool Your country tii of thee;
bachelor of arts degree. Now has given up but one run and orders a Dodge from a dealer almost everywhere in the U.S.
Hospital. She is a student at
structure. today you are dying
of the
political
i
25, Miss Williams, a Negro, two hits.
,
I in Texas, he's apt to add: "Cool One out of every three Dodge
the Rosenwald High school,
America's
judicary
system
Your
to
see;
country
tears
I
majored in the Russian Iancars produced since November
Overseas
it."
A meeting of the
guage.
Bill Denehy and Jim Miles
was ordered with air-condition'Miss Olivia Faye Johnson. Wives Service Club w ill be serves the political one. When no flag is flying
finished up for the Senators, Eights out of every 10 cars ing, according to a Dodge study,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jor- held on Thursday night, March Justice serves the "law," then MY People cheers to see;
who inflicted most of their sold in the affluent, hot society
"Even before I got sick
'
Johnson, became the 21, at 7:30 at the Red Cross
dan
no redress of grievance; only My country tis of thee, sweet wanted to ,go to college and damage on Braves starter. Pat of the southwest are equipped
Barely five years ago, only
bride of Joe Calvin Gentry, Building at 1400 Central.
political and judicary inter- land of liberty . . .
Jarvis, Atlanta's top winner with air-conditioning.
son of Mrs. Moselle Gentry,
major in languages," she saw.
said.
. season.
two per cent of Dodge's annual
Mbilashka
all
womcourse.
This
country
has
Lasima
Tushinde
eason, was toucned for
welcomes
last
club
The
ceremony
held
wedding
in a
"I have always been fascinated six runs and as many hits in The trend toward air.condi. output of. cars were equipped
made
a
mockery
Conquer
Without
A
military
of
its
con(WeShall
in
husbands
with
en
on Saturday, March 9, at the
by foreign languages."
I stitution. Freedom shares my Doubt)
I three innings.
boning as optional equipment with air.
service stationed overseas.
First Baptist Church.
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Social Club Plans Gracie Alexander Lewis Passes
Third Fashion Show

Trenton News

Power On
Decline

_

Tulsa Students Learn

Students Plan
w k
Or amp
Inn Next ee

alentine Leads

Rap Brown Writes From Prison Cell

Nats'7-1 Romp

Polio Victim
Gets Degree

Overseas Wives
Meet Thursday

It Says Dodge Owners
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reboundsuperior
Carver's
, ing allowed the Cobras to get
,1 off 72 shots to cagy 53 for , Hornets
Johnson City, however, thel
, Hilltoppers were 45 per cent,
an
and
from
t h e field
amazing 82.9 from the charity
line, cashing in on 2.9 of 35
attemcis.
Coach Bob Grider's Owen, The tourney was the last
RIVERSIDE CONSISTENCY Hornets wrote a rather spec-I basketball competition for the
Coach Elvin Link's comment tacular finish to the Memphis Hornets as Owen is expected
about Richard Stone's rebound- 1 junior college's basketball his- to merge with LeMoyne Col.
n they got lege at the end of this school
ing can be misleading. He kill- tory last week
ed us on the boards," a reject- as far as the semi-finals in the year.
ed Little said after the game. National Junior College Region
Even though the Hornets
Stone had only six rebounds 7 cage tournament at Colum- failed to win the regional
By BILL II. LITTLE
Tenn.
bia,
but they were some key ones.
meet, their 6-4 Gregory Hill
It was Stone who parlayed •
from New York was named the
.
RIVERSIDE, JOHNSON CITY, take surprising Milan, 78-67. his inside shooting with the ef- effectiveness of Johnson City's, tournament's
most
valuable
.
.
two-pronged attack. Hairston'l player and placed
I Carver was given a good1fective outside bombing
on the allCARVER
tourney
high
In
of
! tournament team along with
, chance to become the first Jesse Traylor which enabled who had a
Carver had to settle for third!Memphis team to win the Riverside to take a decisive against Springfield Bransford, George Willis, another
Owen
only
held
to
15.
The
preswas
place in the 1968 TSSAA-sponscoring ace,
43-38 lead into the final period.
big event.
sored state tournament which 1 Booker T. Washington won Traylor was usually the loose!sure cooled Stuart off at the1 The Hornets opened the'
ins'foul line where he made good tournament by downing Southwas won by smooth working the TSSAA
championship man on the nasenne
maneuvered the on five of 10 attempts.
Chattanooga Riverside last Sat- ' twice before the Negro state teammates
eastern Christian Junior Colond the first line of set a tourney record of 17 , lege, 78-72. The Owen aggregaurday night before a crowd of 1organization
m e r ged
with a
straight
free
throws
including
, .
10,322 in the Mid-South Coll- Tennessee Secondary Schools Johnson City's pressure dee semi-finals
tl°11 made it
suem. Riverside played a su- !Athletic Association in 1965. fense. The 6-3 senior, who 15 of 16 against Carver. Stuart,!by
turning back Northeast
had
his
touch
still
from
the
scored
four
M1
only
points
perb game to down favored 1 Carver, victimized by a poor
Mississippi J u nior
College,
Science Hill of Johnson City, third quarter in which the Co- Chattanooga's' 59-48 win over field as he finished up with 19 ' 90-80.
points.
semi-finals,
Milan
the
in
67-61, in the finals. The Co- bras were ou score , The Memphians' ambitions
,
bras, one of the pre-tourney couldn't offset the deficit im- netted 14 big tallies.
1 "WE ARE NUMBER ONE" were shattered Frida
night.
favorites, staged one of its posed upon them by hot
secretaries are shown ino‘from temporary quarters
shoot- A key basket on a steal by When coacn Dorsey Sims when they lost an overtime WALKING THE PLANK—
patented comebacks to over- ing Johnson City despite
Hollingsw
Jesse
when
modern office
orth
at got the victory ride after the decision, 105-98, to Paducah
While work progresses on
ing in. From left they are
to their
a 29
space in the new buildings
point surge in the final eight Johnson City spark was ignited game he led the Riverside sup- Junior College. They stumbled Humble Oil's first refinery
Mrs. Minnie Cooper, Mrs.
shown behind them. Hum;minutes. Johnson City held on by turnovers of its defense porters in raising one finger to again Saturday in the consola- on the West Coast, a $135
Domingo, Mrs.
Patricia
to advance to the finals after snuffed out the late rally and signify that the Chattanoogans tion contest, losing to Cumber- million
ble Oil is using $10 milinvestment,
Delores Grant and Mrs.
the
the 77-73 cliff-hanger over the gave Riverside a five point lead were number one. Many Mem- land Junior College, 74-69.
lion of its Benicia refinery
company's staff at Benicia,
Peggy Giles "walking a
investment for facilities to
ICobras. Led by the ball hawk- with 3:19 to go in the game. phiatis have been of this opinion The Hornets had won the, Calif., is already comfortplank" for the last few
jog of James Hairston and Sam. Richard Fuqua made all of ever since Riverside blew an Southern Intercollegiate Con- ably housed in the new
make the West Coast reyards while transferring
finery "an industry model
'my Stuart, a pair of all-staters Riverside's free throws, hitting overtime win to Bartlett here ference tournament- at Jackson,I refinery
admin istration
contents of their desks and
who combined for 51 points a perfect seven for seven, and last December. Bartlett, an up-'Miss, the previous week.
of environmental control."
building and these four
current papers and work
—
and hit on 23 of 25 free throws, finishing the night with scoring set victim in the regionals, re!Johnson City showed the semi-,honors on 21 points. Five other portedly had many loyal sup'final turnout of 10,691 how the;teammates missed all eight of porters buy tickets to state fiHilltoppers earned their high!their free tosses.
ranking. Marvin Brooks and The Riverside defense which empty, seats which were not ocHere is a final rundown on over Knoxville Fulton. Coach
Fonda Paschall scored 25 andhad one player playing Hairston cupied last Saturday night althe results of the 1968 Tennes- Dorsey Sims was waving his
23 points respectively to leacCman-to-man and the other four though the game was a sellout Poiits
'see Secondary Schools Athletic famous red timeout handkerthe Carver point producers.Iin a 2-2 zone cut down on the
ALL-TOURNEY
William (
(Bill) M eggett the guard of Montgomery, Ala., Associ a tion which was corn- chief when Richard Fuqua
5-11 LeMoyne guard and cap- got 132, and William Carter, pleted last Saturday night pumped in a long jumper in the
tain from New York City, was freshman forward from Mel- when Chattanooga Riverside waning seconds . . . Stratford
top scorer for the Magicians, rose, dropped in 109 points. edged Johnson City Science completed the first round acduring the past cage season LeMoyne ended the season Hill, 67-61, in the Midsouth Coli- tion with a 66-48 conquest of
with an 8-8 record in the South- seum. It marked the first time Cloudland.
with a total of 526 points.
Chattanooga team has copped
ern
Intercollegiate
Athletic a
The deceptive Meggett made Conference.
the
big prize. A record attend- SECOND ROUND (WEDNESThe
Magicians
ance of 51,718 watched the six DAY)
25 starts and averaged 21 points were 11-15 overall.
day extravaganza. Memphian Johnson City made its tourper game.
— — Paul Holley became the first ney debut with a splashing
over Oak Ridge A 68-4victory well
The junior team leader de!Negro to be chosen as one
•
posited 206 of 431 field goal
jof the six game officials. Hol- planned defense and a terrific
punch in James Hair1 attempts and dropped in 114 of
Nineley was nominated by Region
Fe
ston and Sammy Stuart had
202 free throw tries. He also
•
coaches.
ob.
spectators buzzing.
snagged 64 rebounds,
FIRST ROUND (MONDAY)
S
pringfield
Bransford , play••••
Big man in the rebound deSan Rogers scored 23 points ing for a new coach because
air
partment was another junior,
IVO
to lead a hustling Cloudland to Robert Farmer was shot in the
6-8 Willie Taylor of Byhalia, GRAMBLING, La. — a 64-55 win over Frayser. Mar- leg when a pistol
in his coat'
L) — Gram ing Col- shall Jones also
Miss., who grabbed a total of (S E
scored 23 pocket fell on the floor at Greelege
had
an
unexpecte
dly easy points as his Oak Ridge team brier,
305 in 24 starts for a 12.7 game
e 1 iminated
Franklin
average. Taylor also scored time with Alcorn A&M Friday, downed Chattanooga City, 56-41. County, 72-50.
Farmer is still
opening
its
Southwest
ern
Ath340 points during the season.
The first afternoon session was in the hospital suffering from
C o nference
campaign held Tuesday with a 68-40 vic- a
He held down the center post. letic
broken leg. He told school
Second highest scorer for with a one-sided, 15-4, victory tory by Milan over once beaten officials that he
found the pisover the Braves.
Gainesboro (30-1) gaining for tol in the dressing room
and
LeMoyne was Jackie Robinson,
The Tigers hammered seven the Bulldogs the sentimental didn't have time to turn it in
a sophomore forward from
g
of
the
cinderella team. The to the proper authorities.
Hamilton
High. He
came pitchers for 14 hits. Grambling scoring of John Robinson
Atwood defeated neighboring
and
through with 464 points out of pushed across four big mark- Marcus McLemor
e accounted Humboldt, 65-56. Balanced scorers
the
opening
in
and
stanza
24 starts for a game average
for 56 points . . .Bolivar ran ing was the difference with
four
of 19.3. In free throws, he was steadily increased the advan- out of gas in
the final period Atwood players hitting in doutage,
while
. hurlers were
local
high man with 90 out of 126
and
Collingwo
ble
od
blitzed
figures.
to
a
Kenneth Smith and
effectively bottling up the visitattempts.
172-63 win. All-stater Herb Luker Mac Bumpus led the way
ors' attack.
.
Bobbie Todd, a junior guard
got 38 points. Joe Reaves, 6-6 Carver shook off four
technical
from *Father Bertrand High, Robert Williams belted a junior, garnered 25 rebounds fouls called against
them for
was third in scoring with 384 two-run homer and Ben Wil- and 17 points in a losing cause.' players not properly
reporting
points. He also pulled in 155. liams stroked a bases-clearing Many colleges will be on to steamroll McMinnvil
le 65-40
rebounds.
double — plating three runs — ,Reaves
trail. Coach Willie in a loosely played game which
!Shaw of Lane, voted the SIAC had 42 turnovers.
The other starting forward, to highlight the assault.
William (Bill) Hayes, a junior' Alcorn had its only moment 1Coach of the Year, is hopeful
QUARTERFINALS ( T HURSfrom Louisville, Ky., was re- of glory in the first inning I he can land Reaves
larger
schools
start
camping
sponsible for 190 points.
when it ignited for three runs.
turM
nield
Milan
a
ckcollin
:
g og
de
,:
t6 5
7
Roy Maine (2-0) was the out at his door . . . Chatta- efforts continued
Alexander, freshman
Jeff
from its starters and
nooga
Riverside
,
the
eventual
winning
pitcher.
forward from Canton, Miss.,
scored a total of 157 points Saturday's doubleheader was winner had its biggest scare in I to become the
first team to
Herbert C a r ter, freshman rained out.
its first game, a 43-41 thriller I qualify for the
semifinals. Luker continued his great
scoring, notching 28 points
. . .
Riverside found Ray Maddux
of
Stratford tough but the
Nashville quintet couldn't
stand the
pressure of the
Chattanooga
bench. Riverside posted a
46-40
victory . . . Johnson
City needed a 39 point performa
nce from
Hairston to down
stubborn
Springfield. 77-69. The
was
tied at 51 all after score
,
11r
quarters . . . Despite a three
400":;,.
first
C
)
half edge held by
Atwood it
was just a matter of
isf
time beOver 40 Models to choose from
fore the Carver strength
• 11IrSififVt
wore
down
the
Red
With Big 180 Sq. In. Picture
;11 •
Devils and alopal,*
lowed the Cobras to
hang up a
and Full, True Color Bright
63-43 quarterfinal win.
Atwood
Picture.
had only eight field
goals while
Carver shot 44 more
times and
ALL THIS FOR ONLY
scored 28 buckets.
Atwood went
to the foul line 2
times and
converted 27 times.
Base
Bum pus
who
Cot.
tried a - one man
stall
hit
MODEL
on 18 of 20 foul
shots.
CD8GY
SEMIFINALS (FRIDAY)
Compare +he rich walnut-grained finish,
Fugua, the team
leader for
the refinement of picture tube mask and
Riverside, had his best
scoring night in
controls with far more costly Tv.
the
with 29 points to lead tourney
the 59-48
onslaught against Milan
... A
cold third quarter
and the lost
of the services
of Lester
Norman during the
same period allowed
Johnson City to
build an almost
insurmountable
lead. Carver rallied
the fourth quarter valiantly in
but Johnson
City was able to
hold on for
77-74 triumph.
Stuart scored
31 and Hairston 20
to lead the
East Tenne
sseans, while
Brooks and Fonda
registered 25 and 23 Paschall
tallies in
that order. Carver
command
ed
the backboards with
a 48 to
35 edge and shot
72
only 53 for Johnson times to
City, but
A INg 29S, Sq. In. Pk.
the Hilltoppers
hit on 82 per
cent of 35 free
throw
Carver shot only 61 attempts.
percent
from the charity
line.
FINALS (SATURDAY)
Milan had just about
gotten
out of reach before
L.C. GorAll +ho Charm of Colloo;o1 design, in Maple
don's plea to his
Cobras
ier Walnut. 56% color-bright picture Nis*
third place is better that
than
fourth had any
effect. Once
again
-4•111111111111111P
being outshot from
tile
field Carver found the
Bulldogs a scrappy bunch
before
41:tot. 4
a swift finish produced a
:
1
177
78-67
win . . . Riverside got
a
r44774 Come and See
strong
team effort to nail
APPLIANCESor Just Call
/um
down the state championship
1883 LAMAR
275-1101
1111116
with a spectacular 67-61
win
over Johnson City.
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SAYINGS BONDS

For Magicians

Gramblin To
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SATURDAY,
CHANNEL 5
WMC-TV
7 to 7:30 P.M.

1st RACE
MARCH 27th

SYLVANIA RATED #1
Deluxe
Portable

it's
RACING
T
I
M
E
!
WIN up to $500.00

- Get Your Race Cards NOW,
at your favorite BIG STAR!
EThey're Free...Nothing to buy.
5 BIG RACES EVERY WEEK!

'349

NO MONEY DOWN! 1st PAYMENT MAR. 15, 1968 I

SYLVANIA

Early American

COLOR
CONSOLE TV

$49
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DEFENDER

Braves Solve Infield Problems: Look Up
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. to play first base exclusive1y4 Woody Woodward and switch- starting pitchers. Jarvis won 15f seriously injured
as
first,
I(UPI) — The Atlanta Braves So says Harris. The Atlanta hitter Marty Martinez will games
last
year;
Niekro thought
after turning his
always look good. In the manager says this works out pull utility duty along with 11 and Johnson 13. There'sl ankie
not long ago
box score.
to be an added plus because Tommie Aaron, who hit .309 only one trouble. All three
This time they've made up I'. allows Felipe Alou to return at Richmond and can back are right-handed. So is Tony
Cloninger, whom the Braves
their minds to look good in to center field where he be- up Johnson at first base.
hope can come back and
longs.
the standings.
— I
There
are
no
apparent
something like the 24 he
Iwin
"I'm
pr et ty confident," Millen, the 24-year-old find problems i n t he outfield did three years ago. He
or
behind
the
be
plate.
will
R.,
P.
Yabucoa,
says Lum Harris, the Braves' from
missed by 20 last year.
new manager. "I think the at second base. Be hit .310
. Dick Kelley, 2-9 with the
gun,
big
Hank
Aaron
the
deals we made are gonna with Richmond of the InterBraves in 1967, and rookie
national LeaFue last year will be in right field where Skip Guinn, who had a 7-6
hell) us."
he's
generally
expected
to
with
games
Paul Richards, the man and .235 in 41
have another year like last record with Austin of the
in charge of the club's front Atlanta.
when he drove in 109 runs, Texas League, are two leftoffice operations, goes fur- "There's one boy I'm simply hit 39 homers and batted ..307. handers getting a look as•
Harris.
says
about,"
ther t h an Harris. That's crazy
Rico Carty will be in left possible s t asters. So arei
not unusual. Most front office "I had him at Richmond field where he doesn't ne- righthanders
Jim
B ritton,
men have a way of being and I know the ball bounces cessarily have to talk to 12-7 at Richmond, and Ron
does
here
it
way
same
more
optimistic
than
the the
Reed, who was 14-10 with
there. I'm sure he'll make it Aaron, and Alou will be in the same club.
managers.
center.
"With a break or two, I all right."
Jack- Veteran Sandy Valdespino Claude Raymond and rookie
think we can win it," says Harris is equally sure
U p shaw
are
at and Tito Francona and rookie , Cecil
being
hole
plug
the
will
son
Richards. "We've
obtain- Mike Lum, the 22-year-old counted on for se rvice
was
Jackson
shortstop.
Deron Johnson, Sonny Jackb o y who in the bullpen. So is Clay
son and Felix Milian and ed from Houston for Denny Chinese-Hawaiian
Carroll
who
was n't as
that changes the whole in- LeMaster and Denis Menke]looked good with the Braves
hoping after coming up from RichBraves
are
the
and
field. That shouldn't be so
his .237 average; mond at the end of last
much of a
problem this he can better
of last year.
year, are competing for the
year."
about extra outfield jobs.
They aren't fussy
Johnson comes over from Clete Boyer improving at
Cincinnati where he played third base. They'll take the Joe Torre reports his ankle
and
third base one day, first base same year he had in 1967 nearly all heal ed
LYNNFIELD, Mass. —(UPI
the next and left field the when he astounded everyone, should be ready to catch —Carl Yastrzemski, the most
his
customary
150
gamed.
day after. With the Braves, including
himself, with 26
in the Ameriagain. Bob Tillman, acquired Valuable Player
the 27-year-old right-handed
and 96 RBI'shomer
has lost two
can
League,
hitting longballer who drove his first
Nationai
League from the Yankees with • whom color television sets and a car
in 130 runs for the Reds season. His • 245
batting he hit .220 in 52 games to thieves.
three years ago, ought to be average didn't matter that I last- season, will spell Torre
when n e c essary. Martinez Police said the thieves broke
happier because he's slated much.
also can catch and should I into the Boston Red Sox
an emergency arise, 36-year-star's home here and stole two
old Bob Uecker will come color television sets and his
off the coaching roster and car, and possibly some of the
put on the mask and pads, slugger's trophies.

BUY U. S.
SAVINGS BONUS

A

Yastrzemski Hit
,By Burglary

Tap S.C. Stater
For UPI Quintet.

ALL-SOUTH CHAMPIONS — This riot of baskeball talent
led Albany State College to the Southern Women's Athletic Conference championship in the college's first year of
competition of the previously all-white league. Pictured,
left to right, are: Johnnie Baugh, Demeris Jefferson and
Jackie Benjamin, all Freshman coeds from Atlanta, Ga.,
Miss Jefferson (center) was named the SWAC's most valuable player after a two-game total of 70 points as the
Ramettes rolled over Berry College and Hiwassee (Tenn.)
College in winning the SWAC crews'.

ORANGEBURG, S.C. — Bob- lected to represent the United
by Lewis, 5'10" Bulldog back- States in the "Little Players
, courtman, was named last International Cup Tournament"
week to United Press Interim- held in Barcelona, Spain. Actional's small college
All- cording to Coaches John McAmerica first team. Lewis joinH Lendon and Rpbert Davis, the
I ed Luther Green and Barry United States could not have
Newbold of Long Island, Glynn i won without Bobby.
Saulters of Northeast Louisi-i Bobby who had been noted
ana, and Larry Jeffries of for his sharp passing, this year
Trinity on the first team.
added an attack on the scorReceiving honorable mentionl ing leaders in the small colwere Western Carolina's Hen- lege division and ended the
an
season
with
ry Logan, Gullford's Bob shortened
'!Kauffman, and
Winston-Sa- average of 30.9 points and 11
lem's Bill English. This is the assists per game.
first basketball player at South
Carolina State College to gain
such recognition, and the senior business administration major from Philadelphia deserves
the honor.
Coach Ed Martin believes.
1 that Lewis is probably the
most exciting player to
"grace" the
hardwood
at
South Carolina State College.
For the past three seasons he
has "quarterbacked" the Bulldogs to two championships
and one second place in the
strong Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Conference.
In these years Bobby played
one in NAIA post-season cornPetition and twice in NCAA
Regionals. In each of these
post-season playoffs Lewis was
selected to the All-Star team.
With his sleight of hand passing for assists and his scoring,
Bobby was selected to the All-,
SIAC team three times, and in
1966 as a sophomore was voted
the conference's NVP Award.1
Because of the shortened
..schedule which resulted when
the college closed for two
weeks in February, the Bulldogs did not participate in the
SIAC Tournament this year.
At the time when we closed,
the Bulldogs were 12-3 for the
season.
BOBBY LEWIS
Last summer Lewis was se

ii

LOT CLEARANCE
st11)50
TAKING WINGS — Bob Beamon, of the University of Texas at El Paso, is seen soaring and on near record 26
foot-11k2 inch leap for distance, in the recent AAU Indoor
Championships. Only Russia's Tgor Ter-Ovanesyan has
done better (by 42 inch) indoors.
/// // /

/

//

* SALE *
1O88
9493
$307
$656
$1438
9159
$478
$1868
$1632
$1357

WI, need room on our Good Car lot!
164 CIIIIViROLET
eel Air 4 deer seder, a vtornati c transmission, factory air 'conditioning, rad i o,
Nailer. white ski* 0611 tires. one owner.

45 Down

Peters 4 deer tedee, ovicnsatle mann,'
*M. rein*, hoofer, power sleeting factory
air condttlanlec Clean ea eel. liAllGAIN

DODGE

Two door harelloos. nosIto, heater. .stestiord
teasendasion. Oes weer
*1se

EARN $1 to $5
every wink
in spare time
and ill', Free Prises—

CAKE MIX
White, Yellow, Lemon
or Devil's Food

CRISCO

VEGETABLE OIL

18 oz.

MORTON

DINNERS
Beef, Chicken, Turkey
Salisbury or Meatloaf ii

31

Now
If You Are a II ay 12o, Okla Us• This C040/00
'Pr,t Name and Address Beicew
Tri-State Defender
Memphis, Tenn.
236,5. Donny Thomas Blvd.
Stm4 my first bundle of papers,

... . ..

Are-You a Boy? ....Age

,

'62 WORD

weenier siadon who
Country Soden ,
automatic trensonissiwt, reels, hooter, Over
reel-esaleo. Percereittieeleq.
raterimp, al,
fect crudities, Ontf

RICE

Ajax or-Cold
P

Plump tender grain

G i a n4t9Size

16 oz. Box12
3 Limit

ower

FAMILY NAPKINS

KLEENEX

GERBER

BABY 'FOODS

60 Count

2 For 25c

For

Veer

Itete lore

a. F. b.

No

.. Stele

Post OAK,

In an Envelope

Zip Cede
Pr n1 Your
Last Mame
11•,oly Floc*

BREAD
24 oz. -Loaf
3 Limit

Yellow
Quarters

.

-...

1 Li Ii 1 I 1

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

FRED MONTESI

4C

FRED MONTESI

OLEO

'13

RICELAND

DETERGENTS

1

Lb.1
MONTESI

SLICED BACON
Reg. 530 Lb.
1
FRED MONTESI

SLICED

Lb. Pkg.

'62 CADILLAC
mvip.“ Ibekwilosi faders elr coed IPetty
flowing. Laois aid rats atm isv.(Snly

Many inert baryfalas fa Osseo front

Chuck Hutton Co.
275-0143

1170 Union
"48 Years With Dodge"

2764418

1

7
.s

r

BACON
WITH COUPON

Reg. SSIt Lb.
MORRELL
1 lb.
730
BACON
Reg.
Lb.
BEEF
12
oz.
FISHER'S
or
COUpOn per Family p•r week.
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, •xcluding
volu• of coupon merchandls• (fresh milk product• and.
tobacco alga excluded in compliance with state low).
On• coupon per family. Coupon •wpires Wedn•sday, Noon,
Mar. 27. Anti-freez• also •xcluded in coupon redemption.

teA

FRED

MONTESI

'66 WORD

*41414 VII 2 deer heattep, automatic
traroonlesion, radio, beater, brand new
'NSW tiros. Oily

BREAST '0' CHICKEN
Light Meat,

Clunk

TUNA
61
/
2 oz.
4 Limit

9
6
8

•

FRED

'66 MOOR

In G are of
a

48 'az

For

oz.

Chinese S elieot larelfels, eehentetle Olen*
mission, nestle, hoofer, showor Owing, Oita
well dreg A harealn fee It

%filtrable business
Amer ience gained will
be if Iii glom beneRi

and

SWANSDOWN

Coronet RA 2 desk liardtep. V4I, standard

*67 scuirraja

Mail Today

:
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISCP,

'65 DODCIII

ld SAW, eMte die wait
ttettirdodoliiect
leek. Oely
tires sad

2
3

EAST- 5014 POPLAR (At lylen cte,t,

962 DODOIC

EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY

Clip Out This
Coupon Mir

1 • RGEST FOOD SI ORP(..

MEMPHIS

IS 4 Mee es*" dnetornatir transmission,
mato; loafer, air ososlIttenine. toe OIWOOI.
Laois and nos Ilk. lea

Grob This Opportunity to

Name

111DITUCAPI STRAIGHT BOPBCteutkEv PO PROOF DI >illtf D Alt BOTTLED BY 01.0 ORO* OIST I LAIRT GO ,FRA110017,rt.

•

Two door hardtop, ritrtornatie Ire no,to ,
reels, MOW, whits wall Sires

Boys :124:

Profit on
every
COp ,

Pat Jarvis, Phil Niekro Yastrezmski and his wife are
and Ken Johnson will be in Winter Haven, Fla., for the
three of the four regular Sox spring training.

Old
Crow
Traveler fifth

23o

GREEN GIANT

SWEET PEAS

it411111.

SATURDAY, MARCH 16, 1%8

SATURDAY, MARCH 23, 1968

Platter Party
165 LeMoyne Seniors
To Be Given
At Pine Hill Practice Teaching
The Longview Heights Civic
Club will sponsor a Platter The second group of Le- M. Thompson (Cummings),
Party on Friday night, March Moyne College seniors began Rubystine Turner (Stafford),
22, at the Pine Hill Community practice teaching chores last Edwina Marie Walton (Hanley)
Center from 7 until 10, and week in city and county public Carolyn H. Webb (Norris),
young people of the area are schools. Thirty-four are in the Minnie
(Stafford)
Williams
elementary division and 31
invited.
and Jacqueling Wortham (Walclassrooms.
high
On hand to spin the records
Listed below are participat- ker).
will be Avery Davis, disc
ing seniors and schools they are SECONDARY: Georgia Anjockey
with
Radio Station visiting:
derson (Manassas), Howard
WLOK.
ELEMENTARY: Laura Ann Averyhart (Washington), WalTickets for the party are now Allen ( H a n ley), Magnolia
terine Bishop (Porter), Doroon sale at the Pine Hill Com- Armstrong (Grant),
Eva D. thy Corppetts (Porter), Monmunity Center.
Brittenum (Stafford), Wallace tee Ann Davis (Capleville),
Robert Renfroe is president A. Callahan (Walker), Louise Dianne Evans (Porter), John
of the club, and Mrs. Myrtle Carpenter (Stafford), Larry Ed- Flemming Jr. (Hamilton), ForFisher reporter.
ward Coney (Florida), Dianne estine Frazier (Melrose). Mary
Daniel (LaRose), Georgia H. Ann Graham (Carver), CharDavis, (Orleans), Major Mae lene B. Gammon (Carver), EmDeberry (Lincoln El). Mae ma L. Hawkins (Northside),
Ruth Donelson (Klondike), Del- Dennis Hayes (Hamilton), Josic Leon Doss (Georgia), Al- sephine
Henley (Hamilton),
toria 0. Givens (Hanley), Pa- Barbara L. Hence (Mitchell
tricia S. Glover (Caldwell), Road), Martha Nell Hill-Corry
Marlon M. Green (Magnolia), Roenna Hurd (Melrose), Bobbie
Joshea P. Haley (Lincoln El.), Joyner (Lincoln Jr.), Perlie
Call Arnaricaa scidgat Counialors
Bobbie Jean Johnson (Walker), Mae Kent (Melrose), Lizzie
Dorothy Lucille Johnson (Lin- Lee Lucky (Hamilton), Hacoln El.), Helen Rose Kelly zelteen Moore (Porter), Jennie
Not • least company, no co(Shannon), Delois J. Macklin Mae Morris &Southside), Dorosigners, security or obligation.
(Ford Road), Joyce G. Met- thy J. Mohan (Northside),
If you ow•
Pay as I Ow as
calf (Georgia), Valeria S. Mon- Everett McIntyre (Ford Road),
$1000....315 wk.
tague (Prispect), Maryon E. Yvonne
$2,000....S25 wk.
(Southside)
Payne
Morris (Kansas), Maxine Peo- Mary H. Robinson (Lincoln),
$3.000....535 wk.
ples (Lincoln El.), Jacquelinel Lois Yvonne Scott ( Porter),
Kemp your credit rating good.
Call American Budget Counselors
Scott
(Hamilton El.), Margaret Sonja A. Taylor (Lincoln),
for fres office or horns •ppoint•
W. Seawood Grant), Juanita Jacqueline Smith (Northside),
meat or stop TO at 2902 100 N.
Main Bldg.
S. Tate (Norris), Barbara Jean Patricia C. Wallace (Melrose,)
Terry (Cummings), Queen Es- Fannie Webb (Washington) and
ther Terry (Orleans), Evelyn Dorothy Williams (Woodstock).

Lincoln U. To Honor
LoQk Senior Editor
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. - finding tour of Africa for the
For Ernest Dunbar, a Look late John F. Kennedy, then a
senior editor, the next big candidate for President.
story may be in some African • Mr. Dunbar is the author of
"The Black Expatriates," a
rain forest, inside the Indian study of American Negroes
Parliament, or on the tension- living abroad. The book was
filled streets of an American published two months ago.
ghetto.
Various Look assignments
have taken him, in addition
His trail leads to Jefferson to Africa, to the Soviet Union,
City April 3 to receive a Head- Poland, Germany and India.
liner
award from
Lincoln His expose of the problems
University. The occasion will of African students in Russia
be the 19th Headliner Banquet won him an award from the
Overseas Press Club for "reat the Ramada Inn.
porting from abroad." He has
Mr. Dunbar joined the Look received other awards from
staff in 1954, became assistant Sigma Delta Chi, the Capital
editor in 1958 and senior editor Press Club of Washington,
a year later. He has written D.C., and Temple University,
Look articles on a wide variety his alma mater.
of subjects, including Africa He has also served as modeand the condition of the Ameri- rator and guest speaker on
can Negro. His "Negro in many television shows.
America" analysis six years
ago drew numerous reprints
HEY NEIGHBOR!
and inclusion in "Race, Class
and Power," a volume of essays published in 1963.

Ammimi&
BILLS PRESSING?
525-8551

11111111111111•111111,

I Frigidaire and Ace Specials
For March at All 4 Stores
Frigidaire 14.6 cu.ft.
Frost-Proof Refrigerator

FRIGIDAIRE

Frost-Proof!
space lost to frost. Defrosts

only when needed.

1264.size
ler freezer with door shelf,

11109-124.

lwat can rack, coveted fee
trays to keep food out c'

FREEZER 12-FT.

tubes.

Holds 416 Lbs.

169

4 shelves
I sting

tc Dot revel:A..:
itont. 1 adf.rstatie to ada:'
space to your needs.

MI 5 WAR P000
0110TIKTION PLAN

29995

/WO i59vN
1.511.. ft.

TIA011

Medd'

ali4410111

ASK ABOUT
OUR FREE
5-YEAR
WARRANTY
POLICY TO BUY

FRIGIDAIRE
DISHWASHER
FAMILY SIZE

CLEARANCE

REFRIG.-FREEZER COMB.

$99"
$98"
*109"
$114"
$79"
$9700
$99"

1...goPPIfft.244-22
1m.WITITI,2-41C 21
*COPPER,NC-21
2..WWI DEM.
4-WHIT!,23-11-22
2•421111N,23-11-22

AM Carry Full Fader,Warranty
1-Year Frets Service

NOM OWD/sl.

fPCD-110•119.2. It.
R•tEll.I.Cll

Frigidatre Frost-Proof
'with 174-lb. size
Bottom Freezer
Frost-Proof! You'll sever A;
host again.•new lady Pestable Pelves mow up or *mots
Id foods of any height.•2 re-.
movable frays hold a eggs.

lacy to clean, too
Order W nese lel000dkrAi ONloor"

NO MONEY
DOWN
12.000 BTU

NO PAYMENT
'til JULY

AIR CONDITIONER

95

W.Sorsiese
What We Sell ,

13 Radio Dispatchod
Sorvico Trucks

L E. GATLIN

nem 324-4406

GRAY HAIR
MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YOU ARE

100.0tX11612
Get%

SLICK
BLACK
AT

EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARV
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL
,
1,-,4 1
liNI YOU
I I PRifillIPOIAL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES

PH. FA

WHITEHAVEN

ALL 4 Stoke
Op** YR 9 FAR.
each Digit!

MS Hwy. 11 Se.
Pima* 3964995

R. G. KINKLE

FRAYSER
Oils Theses OWN. II /1"

Phone 3311-43016

Oor Silver Crest Warranty
12 Wolin ar 12,115 Who

FULL PRICE LISTED BELOW
,Pull
45 factory
vw equipped including
$1195
radio like
'66
Comet
$1495
Factory air, automatic. white Wee ?floe oar.
'65
Mercury a,old
$175$
Park Lane. 4-door harataterp
ss srttli white vinyl roof.
new.

•I

factory air and power.

in Memphis.

,63 mercury Neestsery
• ri,,or sedan
owner.

Loaded. Alr.and Poiret%

R.9111

Dim On.

'64
lord
$1411
Galaxie 500 XL low mileage. Zquipped with factory
air
and power, vinyl top, cream puff
'63 Me
pow.171 2117% as. ow trodiwba.
'64 Mercurysower
SIM
'63
Galardi, 500
$1195
Loaded with air
'67 Mercury
• .••,• •,...%;
'67 Mercury
37P5
'66 harro
DI i ry air, low mileage, all power, son
/11111 •CUip011it with
Ilk. seer

ACE APPUANCE Co.
1421 Somme

We'll explain h o w
your news should be
prepared, how it should
be sent in.

YOUR DRUGGIST

NOTICE!
If you're not getting
your fair share of coverage, that's a situation
we can help you correct.
Deadline for all news 5
p.m. Sunday.

7-6033

sal ofr. ass swore ow, ha maws.

and power, 4 door, Ons ...tsar. sow
car trlial•-ilt. Organs puff
2-door, berets,. Waded. ar sad 00Wir. •
rintrlatr, 12,000 miles. on

.
$
2
914

owner, 4-dooz1 fowls&

2-dr.

car trade-in. Loaded with other equipesmet.

I LAMAR I
2374 Loner
Piano 324-6116

ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527.8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Cheeks:a
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
25.47 Brood Avenrers
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526.9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m.. 12 p.m.
COLLEGE ST.SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
867 Mississippi

FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
31 99 Ford Road
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
11 01 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenue
HAV/KINS GRILL
1 247 E. McLane,*
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vance Avenue
JEL DRIVE-114 GROCERY
156)S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 remit Avenue
452-3101
.5peresfy Deli vary
PARK KWICK DRIVE INN GRO.
2268 Park Ave.
BELLE VUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GRO.
1804 S. Bellevue
J&J SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.
PEARSON GRO.
3540 Weaver Rd.

LOAN OFFICE
EPST162.164.166
EIN SEALE
ST.

-

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

THAN'S
LOAN OFFICE
BARGAINS IN

UNREDEEMED
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNSPLEDGES
•
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.LUGGAGE
MONEY LOANED

ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 A 17$ SEAL STREET

Ik6.3300

KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
GROCERY
1297 1-audordole
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 Volleentirte
276.9509
Fresh Meats & Vop.
IKLONDYKE SUNDRY

1293 Vollentin•
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H SUNDRY
142 SlIvieroge
McGOWENI SUNDRY
349 VODC•
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines &

Newspapers
All Out of Town Nowt,
.
PaPerS
10 N. Mein

526.9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1 71 2
Pres. & Del. Service
POST OFFICE.
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG 02
209 Beale
PROSPECT REXALL

2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1 918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948.4531

RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE.IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd,,
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLane,*
948.4576
Pros. & Del. Servicst
SUAREZ PHARMACY

1 046 Thomas
525-8811 - 526.9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276.2588
Pros. & Dol.Swaim

SMITH SUNDRY
14.47 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Rood
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vane,
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. McLemsore
'WARES'SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magawfweel
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526-9920
L EI4OW SUNDRY
2086 Chef sic
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST.SUNDRY
918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Latham
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell
•

-
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THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTO
RY
The Tri-State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations:

ai

169'
9
0101,811

I

Mrs. Delores Bell Cox studied cosmetology under the Instructions of
Mrs. Myrtle White at S. T. Washington High School In 1961.
Mrs. Cox has traveled extensively
throughout Europe where she cams
in contact with new wig & hair
fashions.
She Is presently employed
with
Audrey's Beauty Shop where she is
specialising in Wigs agg the new
Hair Fashions.
We would appreciate 9bur patronage.
AUDREY'S BEATA' SHOP
1786 Lapaloma St.
Phone 942-9135

SAF
E
BUY
!
CerseWay

DISINVASNTAS Delrlf•
Vries Wailer. le Neg. Sorties

FRIGIDAIRE

EAST

CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE

$219

$9995

3-WHITt,244-22

The Mayor says that he
will give verbal recognition
to the union but not a
written contract. No written
contract
m e ans that
the
Union can not exist.

• ',sego, Melds
106 Lbs. Frogo• Food

MODELS

11.433111114,244-22

Many people don't understand
why the
Union is
holding out for Dues CheckOff. For The Union to exist
it needs money, and that
goes for almost everything
in this country.

PEST

freezer! All Frost-Proof!

VESTA GAS RANGE
111Ekt, RINIALS,FLOOR

:under the same title, appears
I in 80 newspapers across the
nation.
President of the Tennessee
Conference on Social Welfare,
Whitney M. Young, Jr., exe- Unrest: Threat or Challenge," Michael Sullivan of
Nashville,
cutive director of the National will be at 9:30 a.m. March 28 said "We feel very
fortunate
Urban League, will be the key- in Nashville's War Memorial to have Mr. Young
coming to
note speaker of the annual Auditorium.
speak to us on this topic.
meeting of the Tennessee Con- Mr. Young, long a leader
in We feel he is well qualfied to
ference on Social Welfare in the field of civil- rights, is
im- consider the question invojved."
Nashville March 27-29.
mediate past president of the
Registration for the conferHis speech, entitled "Civil National Conference on
Social ence, which is expected to
-- Welfare.
draw delegates from across
A resident of Rochelle, N.Y., the state, will begin at 3 p.m.
he currently serves on Mayor at the Hermitage Hotel March
John Lindsay's 9-member Ur- 27.
ban Design Council and as a
After Mr. Young's opening
FOR SALE
trustee of New York Governor address the next morning, atSinger
Zig-Zag
Sewing
MaChtne
565.00
324-8681 Or 276-5356 Nelson
Rockefeller's
Urban tendants to the meeting will
Need a part-time job with full time Action Center.
break up into 11 concurrent
pay. Sarah Coventry.
327-6535
He
serves
on
numerous sessions on various topics conother boards, including the cerning community Welfare.
FRIENDSHIP - COURTSHIP
Are you lonely? Don't be Meet new Citizens Crusade Against Pov- The sessions will feature speakfriends. Similar interests & aspira- erty, the Steering
Committee ers followed by panels of distions. 757 W. 49th St. Rm. 200,
Chicago. III. 60620. Meet your mate! of the Urban Coalition and the cussants.
Send for application.
John F. Kennedy Memorial In addition to Mr.
Young's
All Strictly Confidential!
Library, as well as being a session, there will be two other
noted author.
main sessions. Mr. Sullivan
His articles have appeared said one will deal with
the
in numerous professional jour- plight of the poor, the
other
nals and national magazines with effective law enforcement.
and he is the author of "To Be
Equal," published by McGrawHill in 1964. His weekly column,
Don't suffer nosy. Get ORA-113, le swans
get relief from throbbing toothache pain.
Put on
gone. Until you can see your
dentist, do as millions do-use 041A-JEL Recommended by many denTHREE REFINED LADIES
tists. Ask pharmacist for
To Demonstrate
STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS
ea !Geed ibuselespiiie
COSMETICS
214 Hours--DAY or EVENING
835 Pim Mask Commission
Car N•c•ssory
Phone 458-4711 Or 276-4272

Frigidaire Side-by-Side
with 198-1b. size

NO SERVICE

$1699- .

UL's Young Keynotes
Social Weifare Meet

Is the news of your
club, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?

If it isn't, there's
something y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chairman. Have that person
call Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.

ora-jel

WITH
TRADE

• One big rood thous 6"
surface units unlimited haat
settings (Warm to High)

Dues Check-Off

PART TIME

2-DOOR REFRIGERATOR FREEZER

• Tip oven's 23'' wide, meets
cowry cooking need from
holiday meals to hot snacks.

Dr. Hollis F. Price, president of the collage. Mrs.
Osborne is an alumnus of
LeMoyne.

TOOTIIACMI

f PD111031

FRIGIDAIRE big-oven range

2349 Sparks, is a second
grade teacher at Ahoy Elementary School. Left to
right: Preston Watts, general agent for the insurance
firm; Mrs. Osborne, and

,Classified Ads

You'll ne,er defrost agv.i, No

1

$500 SCHOLARSHIa TO
LeMoyne-.t 15.500 scholarship won 1) Mrs. E. Lorene
Osborne in a competitive
examination is presented to
LeMoyne. Mrs. Osborne, et

Following extensive travel in
Africa, he coordinated two special Look issues on Africa. In
1960. he accompained Averell
Harriman on a special fact-
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